
270 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREexplain in the next section, we can analyze the singular terms in (4.2) in terms ofthese subquotient theories.Theorem 4.3. Assume that k�J is e-invariant for every proper subquotient J ofG and let Y = ~EP.(i) If G is not elementary Abelian, then k�G(Y ; ~EG) = 0.(ii) If G = (Z=p)r, then k�G(Y ; ~EG) is the direct sum of pr(r�1)=2 copies of�r�1k�G=G(S0).Warning: the nonequivariant theory k�G=G is usually quite di�erent from theunderlying nonequivariant theory k� = k�e .As we shall explain in Section 6, we can use Adams spectral sequences to analyzethe free terms in (4.2).Theorem 4.4. Assume that kG is split and k is bounded below and let Y =~EP.(i) If G is not elementary Abelian, then k�G(Y ;EG+) = 0.(ii) If G = (Z=p)r and H�(k) is �nite dimensional, then k�G(Y ;EG+) is thedirect sum of pr(r�1)=2 copies of �rk�(S0).The hypothesis that H�(k) be �nite dimensional in (ii) is extremely restrictive,although it is satis�ed trivially when k is the sphere spectrum. The hypothesisis actually necessary. We shall see in Section 7 that the theories ��G(�;BG�+) aree-invariant for �nite groups �. They satisfy all other hypotheses of our theorems,but here k� and k�G=G are di�erent. In such cases, the calculation of k�G(Y ;EG+)falls out from the e-invariance, which must be proven di�erently, and (4.2).Carlsson's reduction is now the case �G of the following immediate inductiveconsequence of the �rst parts of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.Theorem 4.5. Suppose that G is not elementary Abelian. Assume(i) k�J is e-invariant for all elementary Abelian subquotients J ;(ii) kJ is split and kK=K is bounded below for all non-elementary Abelian sub-quotients J = H=K.Then k�J is e-invariant for all subquotients J , including J = G.Returning to cohomotopy and the proof of the Segal conjecture, it only remainsto prove that the map � in (4.2) is an isomorphism when G = (Z=p)r. We assumethat the result has been proven for 1 � q < r. Comparing Theorems 4.3 and 4.4,we see that the map � in (4.2) is a map between free ��-modules on the same



5. APPROXIMATIONS OF SINGULAR SUBSPACES OF G-SPACES 271number of generators. It su�ces to show that � is a bijection on generators, whichmeans that it is an isomorphism in degree r � 1. Here � is a map between freemodules on the same number of generators over the p-adic integers Ẑp , so that itwill be an isomorphism if it is a monomorphism when reduced mod p.To prove this, let kG = F (EG+;HFp), where HFp is the Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum associated to the \constant Mackey functor" at Fp that we obtain fromIX.4.3. This theory, like any other theory represented by a function spectrumF (EG+; �), is e-invariant. Since �G0 (HFp) = Fp, we have a unit map SG �! HFp,and we compose with " : HFp �! kG to obtain � : SG �! kG. There is aninduced map S = SG=G �! kG=G, and a little calculation shows that it sends theunit in �0(S) to an element that is non-zero mod p. We can also check that thesubquotient theories k�J are all e-invariant. By the naturality of (4.2), we have thecommutative diagram �r�1G (Y ; ~EG) / /����� �rG(Y ;EG+)�� ��kr�1G (Y ; ~EG) //� krG(Y ;EG+):The bottom map � is an isomorphism since k�G(Y ) = 0. The left map �� isthe sum of pr(r�1)=2 copies of �r�1��, �� : �0(S) �! �0(kG=G), and is therefore amonomorphism mod p. Thus the top map � is a monomorphism mod p, and thisconcludes the proof.J. F. Adams, J. H. Gunawardena, and H. Miller. The Segal conjecture for elementary Abelianp-groups-I. Topology 24(1985), 435-460.G. Carlsson. Equivariant stable homotopy and Segal's Burnside ring conjecture. Annals Math.120(1984), 189-224.J. Caruso, J. P. May, and S. B. Priddy. The Segal conjecture for elementary Abelian p-groups-II.Topology 26(1987), 413-433.5. Approximations of singular subspaces of G-spacesLet SX denote the singular set of a G-space X, namely the set of points withnon-trivial isotropy group. The starting point of the proof of Theorem 4.3 is thespace level observation that the inclusionsSX �! X and S0 �! ~EG



272 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREinduce bijections[X; ~EG ^X 0]G �! [SX; ~EG ^X 0]G  � [SX;X 0]G:We may represent theories on �nite G-CW complexes via colimits of space levelhomotopy classes of maps. The precise formula is not so important. What isimportant is that, when calculating k�G(X; ~EG), we get a colimit of terms of thegeneral form [SW;Z]G. We can replace S here by other functors T on spaces thatsatisfy appropriate axioms and still get a cohomology theory inX, called k�G(X;T ).Such functors are called \S-functors". Natural transformations T �! T 0 inducemaps of theories, contravariantly. We have a notion of a co�bration of S-functors,and co�brations give rise to long exact sequences. In sum, we have something likea cohomology theory on S-functors T .We construct a �ltered S-functor A that approximates the singular functor S.Let A = A (G) be the partially ordered set of non-trivial elementary Abeliansubgroups of G, thought of as a G-category with a map A �! B when B � A,withG acting by conjugation. IfG 6= e, the classifying spaceBA isG-contractible.In fact, if C is a central subgroup of order p, then the diagram A � AC �! Cdisplays the values on an object A of three G-equivariant functors on A togetherwith two equivariant natural transformations between them; these induce a G-homotopy from the identity to the constant G-map at the vertex C.We can parametrize A by points of SX. Precisely, we construct a topologicalG-category A [X] whose objects are pairs (A;x) such that x 2 XA; there is a mor-phism (A;x) �! (B; y) if B � A and y = x, and G acts by g(A;x) = (gAg�1; gx).Projection on theX-coordinate gives a functorA [X] �! SX, where SX is a cate-gory in the trivial way, and BA [X] �! BSX = SX is a G-homotopy equivalence.The subspace BA [�] of BA [X] is G-contractible. Let AX = BA [X]=BA [�]. Westill have a G-homotopy equivalence AX �! SX, but now A is an S-functor andour equivalences give a map of S-functors. For any space Y , we havek�G(Y ; ~EG) �= k�G(Y ;S) �= k�G(Y ;A):The functor A arises from geometric realizations of simplicial spaces and carriesthe simplicial �ltration FqA; here F�1A = � and Fr�1A = A, where r = rank (G).Inspection of de�nitions shows that the successive subquotients satisfy(FqA=Fq�1A)(X) = _�q(G+ ^H(!) XA(!)):



6. AN INVERSE LIMIT OF ADAMS SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 273Here ! runs over the G-conjugacy classes of strictly ascending chains (A0; � � � ; Aq)of non-trivial elementary Abelian subgroups of G, H(!) is the isotropy group of !,namely fgjgAig�1 = Ai; 0 � i � qg, and A(!) = Aq. For each normal subgroupK of a subgroup H of G, there is an S-functor C(K;H) whose value on X isG+ ^H XK , and, as S-functors,(FqA=Fq�1A) = _�qC(A(!);H(!)):(5.1)By direct inspection of de�nitions, we �nd that, for any space Y ,k�G(Y ;C(K;H)) �= k�H=K(Y K):(5.2)This is why the �-�xed point functors enter into the picture.To prove Theorem 4.3, we restrict attention to Y = ~EP. If G is not elementaryAbelian, then Y K is contractible and the subquotients H=K are proper for allpairs (K;H) that appear in (5.1). If G = (Z=p)r, and q � r � 2, this is still true.All these terms vanish by hypothesis. If G = (Z=p)r, we are left with the caseq = r � 1. Here A(!) = H(!) = G for all chains !, there are p(p� 1)=2 chains !,and Y G = S0. Using (5.2), Theorem 4.3 follows.G. Carlsson. Equivariant stable homotopy and Segal's Burnside ring conjecture. Annals Math.120(1984), 189-224.J. Caruso, J. P. May, and S. B. Priddy. The Segal conjecture for elementary Abelian p-groups-II.Topology 26(1987), 413-433.6. An inverse limit of Adams spectral sequencesWe turn to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Its hypothesis that kG is split allowsus to reduce the problem to a nonequivariant one, and the hypothesis that theunderlying nonequivariant spectrum k is bounded below ensures the convergenceof the relevant Adams spectral sequences. We prove Theorem 4.4 by use of aparticularly convenient model Y for ~EP , namely the union of the G-spheresSnV , where V is the reduced regular complex representation of G. It is a modelsince V G = f0g and V H 6= 0 for H 2P.In general, for any representation V , there is a Thom spectrum BG�V . Here wemay think of �V as the negative of the representation bundle EG�G V �! BG,regarded as a map �V : BG �! BO �Z. If V is suitably oriented, for exampleif V is complex, there is a Thom isomorphism showing that H�(BG�V ) is a freeH�(BG)-module on one generator �v of degree �n, where n is the (real) dimensionof V . We take cohomology with mod p coe�cients. For V � W , there is amap f : BG�W �! BG�V such that f� : H�(BG�V ) �! H�(BG�W ) carries



274 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTURE�v to �(W � V )�w. Here �(V ) 2 H�(BG) is the Euler class of V , which is theEuler class of its representation bundle. For a split G-spectrum kG we have anisomorphism kG� (SV ;EG+) �= k�(BG�V ):For V � W , the map f� : k�(BG�W ) �! k�(BG�V ) corresponds under theisomorphisms to the map induced by e : SV �! SW . (The paper of mine cited atthe end gives details on all of this.) With our model Y for ~EP, we now see thatk�qG (Y ;EG+) = kGq (Y ;EG+) �= limkq(BG�nV ):Remember that we are working p-adically; we complete spectra at p withoutchange of notation. The inverse limitEr of Adams spectral sequences of an inversesequence fXng of bounded below spectra of �nite type over the p-adic integersZpconverges from E2 = ExtA(colimH�(Xn);Fp)to lim��(Xn). WithXn = k^BG�nV , this gives an inverse limit of Adams spectralsequences that converges fromE2 = ExtA(H�(k)
 colimH�(BG�nV );Fp)to k�G(Y ;EG+). The colimit is taken with respect to the maps�(V ) : H�(BG�nV ) �! H�(BG�(n+1)V ):Since V H 6= f0g, �(V ) restricts to zero in H�(BH) for all H 2P. A theorem ofQuillen implies that �(V ) must be nilpotent if G is not elementary Abelian, andthis implies that E2 = 0. This proves part (i) of Theorem 4.4.Now assume that G = (Z=p)r. Let L = �(V ) 2 H2(pr�1)(BG). ThencolimH�(BG�nV ) = H�(BG)[L�1]:It is easy to write L down explicitly, and the heart of part (ii) is the followingpurely algebraic calculation of Adams, Gunawardena, and Miller, which gives theE2 term of our spectral sequence.Theorem 6.1. Let St = H�(BG)[L�1] 
A Fp, and regard St as a trivial A-module. Then St is concentrated in degree �r and has dimension pr(r�1)=2. Thequotient homomorphism " : H�(BG)[L�1] �! St induces an isomorphismExtA(K 
 St;Fp) �! ExtA(K 
H�(BG)[L�1];Fp)for any �nite dimensional A-module K.



7. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS; MAPS BETWEEN CLASSIFYING SPACES 275The notation \St" stands for Steinberg: GL(r;Fp) acts naturally on everythingin sight, and St is the classical Steinberg representation.Let W be the wedge of pr(r�1)=2 copies of S�r. It follows by convergence thatthere is a compatible system of maps W �! BG�nV that induces an isomorphismk�(W ) = ��(k ^W ) �! lim��(k ^BG�nV ) �= k��G (Y ;EG+):This gives Theorem 4.4(ii). It also implies the following remarkable corollary,which has had many applications.Corollary 6.2. The wedge of spheres W is equivalent to the homotopy limit,BG�1V , of the Thom spectra BG�nV . In particular, with G = Z=2, S�1 isequivalent to the spectrum holimRP1�i .J. F. Adams, J. H. Gunawardena, and H. Miller. The Segal conjecture for elementary Abelianp-groups-I. Topology 24(1985), 435-460.J. Caruso, J. P. May, and S. B. Priddy. The Segal conjecture for elementary Abelian p-groups-II.Topology 26(1987), 413-433.J. P. May. Equivariant constructions of nonequivariant spectra. Algebraic Topology and Alge-braic K-theory. Princeton Univ. Press. 1987, 345-364.D. Quillen and B. Venkov. Cohomology of �nite groups and elementary Abelian subgroups.Topology 11(1972), 317-318.7. Further generalizations; maps between classifying spacesEven before the Segal conjecture was proven, Lewis, McClure, and I showedthat it would have the following implication. Let G and � be �nite groups andlet A(G;�) be the Grothendieck group of �-free �nite (G��)-sets. Observe thatA(G;�) is an A(G)-module and let I be the augmentation ideal of A(G).Theorem 7.1. There is a canonical isomorphism�Î : A(G;�)Î �! [�1BG+;�1B�+]:The map � : A(G;�) �! [�1BG+;�1B�+] can be described explicitly interms of transfer maps and classifying maps (and the paper of mine cited at theend gives more about the relationship between the algebra on the left and thetopology on the right). A �-free (G ��)-set T determines a principal �-bundleEG �G T �! EG �G T=�;



276 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREwhich is classi�ed by a map �(T ) : EG�G T=� �! B�. It also determines a (notnecessarily connected) �nite coverEG�G T=� �! EG �G f�g = BG;which has a stable transfer map � (T ) : BG+ �! (EG �G T=�)+. Both � and �are additive in T , and � is the unique homomorphism such that�(T ) = �(T ) � � (T ):In principle, this reduces to pure algebra the problem of computing stable mapsbetween the classifying spaces of �nite groups. Many authors have studied therelevant algebra | Nishida, Martino and Priddy, Harris and Kuhn, Benson andFeshback, and Webb, among others | and have obtained a rather good under-standing of such maps. We shall not go into these calculations. Rather, we shallplace the result in a larger context and describe some substantial generalizations.Recall that we interpreted the consequences of the Sullivan conjecture for mapsbetween classifying spaces as statements about equivariant classifying spaces. Anal-ogously, Theorem 7.1 is a consequence of a result about the suspension G-spectraof equivariant classifying spaces.Theorem 7.2. The cohomology theory ��G(�; �1(BG�)+)Î is e-invariant. There-fore the map EG �! � induces an isomorphism��G(S0; �1(BG�)+)Î �! ��G(EG+; �1(BG�)+) �= ��(BG+; �1B�+):The isomorphism on the right comes from XVI.2.4. In degree zero, this isTheorem 7.1. The description of the map � of that result is obtained by describingthe map of Theorem 7.2 in nonequivariant terms, using the splitting theorem for(BG�)G of VII.2.7, the splitting theorem for the homotopy groups of suspensionspectra of XIX.1.2, and some diagram chasing.We next point out a related consequence of the generalization of the Segalconjecture to families. In it, we let � be a normal subgroup of a �nite group �.Theorem 7.3. The projection E(�; �) �! � induces an isomorphismA(�)ÎF(�;�) �! �0�(E(�; �)+) �= �0G(B(�; �)+):This is just the degree zero part of Theorem 2.5 for the family F (�; �) in thegroup �; the last isomorphism is a consequence of XVI.5.4. With the Burnsidering replaced by the representation ring, a precisely analogous result holds inK-theory, but in that context the result generalizes to an arbitrary extension of



7. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS; MAPS BETWEEN CLASSIFYING SPACES 277compact Lie groups. Of course, these may be viewed as calculations of equivariantcharacteristic classes. It is natural to ask if Theorems 7.1 and 7.3 admit a commongeneralization or, better, if the completion theorems of which they are special casesadmit a common generalization.A result along these lines was proven by Snaith, Zelewski, and myself. Here, forthe �rst time in our discussion, we let compact Lie groups enter into the picture.We consider �nite groups G and J and a compact Lie group �. Let A(G � J;�)be the Grothendieck group of principal (G�J;�)-bundles over �nite (G�J)-sets.This is an A(G � J)-module, and we can complete it at the ideal IFG(J). As inVIIx1, FG(J) is the family of subgroups H of G � J such that H \ J = e.Theorem 7.4. There is a canonical isomorphism�ÎFG(J) : A(G� J;�)ÎFG(J) �! [�1BGJ+;�1BG�+]G:Again, the map � : A(G�J;�) �! [�1BGJ+;�1BG�+]G is given on principal(G � J;�)-bundles as composites of equivariant classifying maps and equivarianttransfer maps. Although the derivation is not quite immediate, this result is aconsequence of an invariance result exactly analogous to the version of the Segalconjecture given in Theorem 3.2.Theorem 7.5. Let � be a normal subgroup of a compact Lie group � with�nite quotient group G. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of A(G) andlet I be an ideal in A(G). Then the cohomology theory S�1��G(�;B(�; �)+)Î isH -invariant, whereH = [fSupp(P )jP \ S = ; and P � Ig:The statement is identical with that of Theorem 3.2, except that we have substi-tuted B(�; �)+ for S0 as the second variable of our bitheory. We could generalizea bit further by substituting E(�; �)+^�X for any �nite �-CW complexX. Whatother G-spaces can be substituted? The elementary p-group case of the proof of theSegal conjecture makes it clear that one cannot substitute an arbitrary G-space.In fact, very little more than what we have already stated is known.Theorem 7.5 specializes to give the analog of Theorem 3.1.Theorem 7.6. Let F be a family in G, where G = �=�. The map EF �! �induces an isomorphism��G(S0;B(�; �)+)ÎF �! ��G(EF+; �1B(�; �)+):



278 XX. THE SEGAL CONJECTUREWe can restate this in Mackey functor form, as in Theorem 2.5, and then deducea conceptual formulation generalizing Theorem 1.10.Theorem 7.7. For every family F in G, the map�� : F (K(IF );�1B(�; �)+) �! F (EF+;�1B(�; �)+)is an equivalence of G-spectra.This extends the calculational consequences to the RO(G)-graded representedtheories. Exactly as in Sections 1{3, all of these theorems reduce to the followingspecial case.Theorem 7.8. Let � be a normal subgroup of a compact Lie group � suchthat the quotient group G is a �nite p-group. Then the theory ��G(�;B(�; �)+)p̂is e-invariant.The proof is a bootstrap argument starting from the Segal conjecture. When� is �nite, the result can be deduced from the generalized splitting theorem ofXIX.2.1 and the case of the Segal conjecture for � that deals with the family ofsubgroups of � that are contained in �. When � is a �nite extension of a torus,the result is then deduced by approximating � by an expanding sequence of �nitegroups; this part of the argument entails rather rather elaborate duality and colimitarguments, together with several uses of the generalized Adams isomorphismsXVI.5.4. Finally, the general case is deduced by a transfer argument.As is discussed in my paper with Snaith and Zelewski, and more extensively inthe survey of Lee and Minami, these results connect up with and expands what isknown about the Segal conjecture for compact Lie groups.D. J. Benson and M. Feshbach. Stable splittings of classifying spaces of �nite groups. Topology31(1992), 157-176.J. Harris and N. Kuhn. Stable decompositions of classifying spaces of �nite Abelian p-groups.Math. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 103(1988), 427-449.C.-N. Lee and N. Minami. Segal's Burnside ring conjecture for compact Lie groups. in Algebraictopology and its applications. MSRI Publications # 27. Springer-Verlag. 1994, 133-161.L. G. Lewis, J. P. May, and J. E. McClure. Classifying G-spaces and the Segal conjecture.Canadian Math. Soc. Conf. Proc Vol. 2, Part 2, 1982, 165-179.J. Martino and Stewart Priddy. The complete stable splitting for the classifying space of a �nitegroup. Topology 31(1992), 143-156.J. P. May. Stable maps between classifying spaces. Cont. Math. Vol. 37, 1985, 121-129.J. P. May, V. P. Snaith, and P. Zelewski. A further generalization of the Segal conjecture. Quart.J. Math. Oxford (2), 40(1989), 457-473G. Nishida. Stable homotopy type of classifying spaces of �nite groups. Algebraic and Topolog-ical Theories | to the memory of T. Miyata (1985), 391-404.



CHAPTER XXIGeneralized Tate cohomologyby J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. MayIn this chapter, we will describe some joint work on the generalization of theTate cohomology of a �nite group G with coe�cients in a G-module V to the Tatecohomology of a compact Lie group G with coe�cients in a G-spectrum kG. Therehas been a great deal of more recent work in this area, with many calculations andapplications. We shall briey indicate some of the main directions.J. P. C. Greenlees. Representing Tate cohomology of G-spaces. Proc. Edinburgh Math. Soc.30(1987), 435-443.J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Generalized Tate cohomology. Memoirs Amer. Math. Soc.No 543. 1995. 1. De�nitions and basic propertiesTate cohomology has long played a prominent role in �nite group theory andits applications. For a �nite group G and a G-module V , the Tate cohomologyĤ�G(V ) is obtained as follows. One starts with a free resolution� � � �! P1 �! P0 �!Z�! 0of Zby �nitely generated free Z[G]-modules, dualizes it to obtain a resolution0 �!Z�! P �0 �! P �1 �! � � � ;renames P �i = P�i�1, and splices the two sequences together to obtain a Z-gradedexact complex P of �nitely generated free Z[G]-modules with a factorizationP0 �! Z�! P�1 of d0. The complex P is called a \complete resolution of Z",and Ĥ�G(V ) is de�ned to be the cohomology of the cochain complex HomG(P; V ).There results a \norm exact sequence" that relates Ĥ�G(V ), HG� (V ), and H�G(V ).279



280 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYIn connection with Smith theory, Swan generalized this algebraic theory to acohomology theory Ĥ�G(X;V ) on G-spaces X, using Hom(P 
 C�(X); V ). (Swantook X to be a G-simplicial complex, but singular chains could be used.) WhenG = S1 or G = S3 and X is a CW-complex with a cellular action by G, there isa closely analogous theory that is obtained by replacing P by Z[u; u�1], where uhas degree �2 or �4. Here Hom(P 
 C�(X); V ) has di�erentiald(p 
 x) = p 
 d(x) + pu
 i � x;where i 2 C1(S1) or i 2 C3(S3) is the fundamental class. For S1, this is periodiccyclic cohomology theory.We shall give a very simple de�nition of a common generalization of these vari-ants of Tate theory. In fact, as part of a general \norm co�bration sequence", weshall associate a Tate G-spectrum t(kG) to any G-spectrum kG, where G is anycompact Lie group. The construction is closely related to the \stable homotopylimit problem" and to nonequivariant stable homotopy theory.We have the co�ber sequenceEG+ �! S0 �! ~EG;(1.1)and the projection EG+ �! S0 induces the canonical map of G-spectra" : kG = F (S0; kG) �! F (EG+; kG):(1.2)Taking the smash product of the co�bering (1.1) with the map (1.2), we obtainthe following map of co�berings of G-spectra:kG ^ EG+ //��"^id kG //�� " kG ^ ~EG�� "^idF (EG+; kG) ^ EG+ // F (EG+; kG) // F (EG+; kG) ^ ~EG:(1.3)We have seen most of the ingredients of this diagram in our discussion of the Segalconjecture. We introduce abbreviated notations for these spectra. De�nef(kG) = kG ^ EG+:(1.4)We call f(kG) the free G-spectrum associated to kG. It represents the appropri-ate generalized version of the Borel homology theory H�(EG�G X). Precisely, if



1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 281kG is split with underlying nonequivariant spectrum k, then, by XVI.2.4,f(kG)�(X) �= k�(EG+ ^G �Ad(G)X):(1.5)We refer to the homology theories represented by G-spectra of the form f(kG) asBorel homology theories. We refer to the cohomology theories represented by thef(kG) simply as f -cohomology theories. De�nef 0(kG) = F (EG+; kG) ^ EG+:(1.6)It is clear that the map "^ Id : f(kG) �! f 0(kG) is always an equivalence, so thatthe G-spectra f(kG) and f 0(kG) can be used interchangeably. We usually drop thenotation f 0, preferring to just use f . De�nef?(kG) = kG ^ ~EG:(1.7)We call f?(kG) the singular G-spectrum associated to kG.De�ne c(kG) = F (EG+; kG):(1.8)We call c(kG) the geometric completion of kG. The problem of determining thebehavior of " : kG �! c(kG) on G-�xed point spectra is the \stable homotopy limitproblem". We have already discussed this problem in several cases, and we haveseen that it is best viewed as the equivariant problem of comparing the geometriccompletion c(kG) with the algebraic completion (kG)Î of kG at the augmentationideal of the Burnside ring or of some other ring more closely related to kG. Asone would expect, c(kG) represents the appropriate generalized version of Borelcohomology H�(EG�GX). Precisely, if kG is a split G-spectrum with underlyingnonequivariant spectrum k, then, by XVI.2.4,c(kG)�(X) �= k�(EG+ ^G X):(1.9)We therefore refer to the cohomology theories represented by G-spectra c(kG) asBorel cohomology theories. We refer to the homology theories represented by thec(kG) as c-homology theories.Finally, de�ne t(kG) = F (EG+; kG) ^ ~EG = f?c(kG):(1.10)We call t(kG) the Tate G-spectrum associated to kG. It is the singular part of thegeometric completion of kG. Our primary focus will be on the theories representedby the t(kG). These are our generalized Tate homology and cohomology theories.



282 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYWith this cast of characters, and with the abbreviation of "^id to ", the diagram(1.3) can be rewritten in the formf(kG) //��" ' kG //�� " f?(kG)�� "f 0(kG) // c(kG) // t(kG):(1.11)The bottom row is the promised \norm co�bration sequence". The theories rep-resented by the spectra on this row are all e-invariant.The de�nition implies that if X is a free G-spectrum, thent(kG)�(X) = 0 and t(kG)�(X) = 0:Similarly, if X is a nonequivariantly contractible G-spectrum, thenc(kG)�(X) = 0 and f(kG)�(X) = 0:By de�nition, Tate homology is a special case of c-homology,t(kG)n(X) = c(kG)n( ~EG ^X):(1.12)The two vanishing statements imply that Tate cohomology is a special case off -cohomology, t(kG)n(X) �= f(kG)n+1( ~EG ^X):(1.13)In fact, on the spectrum level, the vanishing statements imply the remarkableequivalencet(kG) � F (EG+; kG) ^ ~EG ' F ( ~EG;�EG+ ^ kG) � F ( ~EG;�f(kG)):(1.14)It is a consequence of the de�nition that t(kG) is a ring G-spectrum if kG is aring G-spectrum, and then t(kG)G is a ring spectrum.Much of the force of our de�nitional framework comes from the fact that (1.11)is a diagram of genuine and conveniently explicitG-spectra indexed on representa-tions, so that all of theZ-graded cohomology theories in sight are RO(G)-gradable.The RO(G)-grading is essential to the proofs of many of the results discussed be-low. Nevertheless, it is interesting to give a naive reinterpretation of the �xedpoint co�bration sequence associated to the norm sequence.With our de�nitions, the Tate homology of X ist(kG)�(X) = ��((t(kG) ^X)G):



2. ORDINARY THEORIES; ATIYAH-HIRZEBRUCH SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 283Since any kG is e-equivalent to jG for a naive G-spectrum jG and Tate theory ise-invariant, we may as well assume that kG = i�jG. Provided that X is a �niteG-CW complex, the spectrum (t(kG)^X)G is then equivalent to the co�ber of anappropriate transfer map(jG ^ �Ad(G)X)hG � (jG ^ EG+ ^ �Ad(G)X)=G��(jG ^X)hG � F (EG+; jG ^X)G:A description like this was �rst written down by Adem, Cohen, and Dwyer. WhenG is �nite, X = S0, and jG is a nonequivariant spectrum k given trivial action byG, this reduces to k ^BG+ �! F (BG+; k):The interpretation of Tate theory as the third term in a long sequence whose otherterms are Borel k-homology and Borel k-cohomology is then transparent.A. Adem, R. L. Cohen, and W. G. Dwyer. Generalized Tate homology, homotopy �xed points,and the transfer. Contemporary Math. Volume 96(1989), 1-13.J. D. S. Jones. Cyclic homology and equivariant homology. Inv. Math. 87(1987), 403-423.R. G. Swan. A new method in �xed point theory. Comm. Math. Helv. 34(1960), 1-16.2. Ordinary theories; Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequencesLet M be a Mackey functor and V be the �0(G)-module M(G=e). The normsequence of HM depends only on V : if M and M 0 are Mackey functors for whichM(G=e) �= M 0(G=e) as �0(G)-modules, then the norm co�bration sequences ofHM and HM 0 are equivalent. We therefore writeĤG� (X;V ) = t(HM)�(X) and Ĥ�G(X;V ) = t(HM)�(X):(2.1)For �nite groups G, this recovers the Tate-Swan cohomology groups, as the nota-tion anticipates. We sketch the proof. The simple objects to the eyes of ordinarycohomology are cells, and the calculation depends on an analogue of the skeletal�ltration of a CW complex that mimics the construction of a complete resolution.The idea is to splice the skeletal �ltration of EG+ with its Spanier-Whiteheaddual. More precisely, we de�ne an integer graded �ltration on ~EG, or rather on



284 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYits suspension spectrum, by lettingF i ~EG = 8><>: ~EG(i) = S0 [ C(EG(i�1)+ ) for i � 1S0 for i = 0D( ~EG(�i)) for i � �1:The ith subquotient of this �ltration is a �nite wedge of spectra Si ^G+, and theE1 term of the spectral sequence that is obtained by applying ordinary nonequiv-ariant integral homology is a complete resolution of Z. Therefore, if one takes thesmash product of this �ltration with the skeletal �ltration of X and applies anequivariant cohomology theory k�G(�), one obtains the \Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate"spectral sequence Ep;q2 = ĤpG(X; kq) =) t(k)p+qG (X):(2.2)Here k is the underlying nonequivariant spectrum of kG, and kq = ��q(k) regardedas a G-module. To see that the target is Tate cohomology as claimed, note thatthe \cohomological" description (1.14) of the Tate spectrum givest(k)�G(X) = [ ~EG ^X; k ^ �EG+]�G:There are compensating shifts of grading in the identi�cations of the E2 terms andof the target, so that the grading works out as indicated in (2.2).When kG = HM , the spectral sequence collapses at the E2-term by the dimen-sion axiom, and this proves that t(HM)�G(X) is the Tate-Swan cohomology of X.In general, we have a whole plane spectral sequence, but it converges stronglyto t(kG)�(X) provided that there are not too many non-zero higher di�erentials.When kG is a ring spectrum, it is a spectral sequence of di�erential algebras.With a little care about the splice point and the model of EG used, we canapply part of this construction to compact Lie groups G of dimension d > 0. Inthis case, there is a \gap" in the appropriate �ltration of ~EG:F i ~EG = 8><>: ~EG(i) = S0 [ C(EG(i�1)+ ) for i � 1S0 for � d � i � 0D( ~EG(�i)) for i < �d:The gap is dictated by the fact that the Spanier-Whitehead dual of G+ is G+^S�d.In the case of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, this gives an explicit chain levelcalculation of the coe�cient groups ĤG� (V ) � ĤG� (S0;V ) in terms of the ordinary



2. ORDINARY THEORIES; ATIYAH-HIRZEBRUCH SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 285(unreduced) homology and cohomology groups of the classifying space BG:ĤnG(V ) = t(HM)n �= 8>><>>:Hn(BG;V ) if 0 � n0 if �d � n < 0H�n�1�d(BG;V ) if n � �d� 1:(2.3)However, we would really like a chain complex for calculating the ordinary Tatecohomology of G-CW complexes X, and for groups of positive dimension it is notobvious how to make one. At present, we only have such descriptions for G = S1and G = S3. In these cases, we can exploit the obvious cell structure on G and thestandard models S(C 1) and S(H1) for EG to put a cunning G-CW structure onEG+ ^X and to derive an appropriate �ltration of ~EG^X when G acts cellularlyon X. In the case of S1, the resulting chain complex is a cellular version of Jones'complex for cyclic cohomology, and this proves that t(HZ)�S1(X) is the periodiccyclic cohomology Ĥ�S1(X), as de�ned by Jones in terms of the singular complexof X. There is a precisely analogous identi�cation in the case of S3. In general,the problem of giving ~EG^X an appropriate �ltration appears to be intractable,although a few other small groups are under investigation.Despite this di�culty, we still have spectral sequences of the form (2.2) forgeneral compact Lie groups G, where kq = ��q(k) is now regarded as a �0(G)-module. However, in the absence of a good �ltration of ~EG ^ X, we constructthe spectral sequences by using a Postnikov �ltration of kG. In this generality, theordinary Tate groups Ĥ�G(X;V ) used to describe the E2 terms are not familiar ones,and systematic techniques for their calculation do not appear in the literature. Oneapproach to their calculation is to use the skeletal �ltration of X together with(2.3) and change of groups. More systematic approaches involve the constructionof spectral sequences that converge to Ĥ�G(X;V ), and there are several sensiblecandidates. This is an area that needs further investigation, and we shall say nomore about it here.We have similar and compatible spectral sequences for Borel and f -cohomology,and in these cases too the E2-terms depend only on the graded �0(G)-module k�,as one would expect from the e-invariance of the bottom row of Diagram (1.11).This very weak dependence on kG makes the bottom row muchmore calculationallyaccessible than the top row.



286 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGY3. Cohomotopy, periodicity, and root invariantsFor �nite groups G, the Segal conjecture directly implies the determination ofthe Tate spectrum associated to the sphere spectrum SG. Indeed, we havet(SG) = F (EG+; S0) ^ ~EG ' (SG)Î ^ ~EG ' (�1 ~EG)Î :(3.1)For instance, if G is a p-group, thent(SG) ' (�1 ~EG)p̂ ;(3.2)and we may calculate from the splitting theorem XIX.1.1 that, after completion,t(SG)G� (X) = M(H)6=(1)��(EWG(H)+ ^WG(H) XH):(3.3)With X = S0, the summand for H = G is ��(S0), and it follows that, for eachG, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate spectral sequence de�nes a \root invariant" on thestable stems. Its values are cosets in the Tate cohomology group Ĥ�(G;��(S0)).Essentially, the root invariant assigns to an element � 2 ��(S0) all elements of E2of the appropriate �ltration that project to the image of � in the E1 term of thespectral sequence.These invariants have not been much investigated beyond the classical case ofG = Cp, the cyclic group of order p. In this case, our construction agrees withearlier constructions of the root invariant. Indeed, this is a consequence of theobservations that, if G = C2 and kG = i�k is the G-spectrum associated to anon-equivariant spectrum k, thent(kG)G ' holim(RP1�i ^ �k)(3.4)and, if G = Cp for an odd prime p and kG = i�k, thent(kG)G ' holim(L1�i ^ �k);(3.5)where L1�i is the lens space analog of RP1�i . Taking k = S, there results a spectralsequence that agrees with our Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate spectral sequence and wasused in the classical de�nition of the root invariant.Similarly, if G is the circle group and kG = i�k, thent(kG)G ' holim(C P1�i ^ �2k):(3.6)These are all special cases of a phenomenon that occurs whenever G acts freely onthe unit sphere of a representation V , and this phenomenon is the source of periodicbehavior in Tate theory. The point is that the union of the SnV is then a model



4. THE GENERALIZATION TO FAMILIES 287for ~EG, and we can use this model to evaluate the right side as a homotopy limitin the equivalence (1.14). This immediately gives (3.4){(3.6). These equivalencesallow us to apply nonequivariant calculations of Davis, Mahowald, and others ofspectra on the right sides to study equivariant theories. We will say a little moreabout this in Section 6. It also gives new insight into the nonequivariant theories.In particular, if k is a ring spectrum, then t(kG)G is a ring spectrum. Lookingnonequivariantly at the right sides, this is far from clear.D. M. Davis and M. Mahowald. The spectrum (P^bo)�1. Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 96(1984)85-93.D. M. Davis, D. C. Johnson, J. Klippenstein, M. Mahowald and S. Wegmann. The spectrum(P ^BP h2i)�1. Trans. American Math. Soc. 296(1986) 95-110.4. The generalization to familiesThe theory described above is only part of the story: it admits a generalizationin which the universal free G-space EG is replaced by the universal F -space EFfor any family F of subgroups of G. The de�nitions above deal with the caseF = feg, and there is a precisely analogous sequence of de�nitions for any otherfamily. We have the co�beringEF+ �! S0 �! ~EF ;(4.1)and the projection EF+ �! S0 induces a G-map" : kG = F (S0; kG) �! F (EF+; kG):(4.2)Taking the smash product of the co�bering (4.1) with the map (4.2), we obtainthe following map of co�berings of G-spectra:kG ^ EF+ //��"^id kG //�� " kG ^ ~E�� "^idF (EF+; kG) ^ EF+ // F (EF+; kG) // F (EF+; kG) ^ ~EF :(4.3)De�ne the F -free G-spectrum associated to kG to befF (kG) = kG ^ EF+:(4.4)We refer to the homology theories represented by G-spectra fF (kG) as F -Borelhomology theories. De�nef 0F (kG) = F (EF+; kG) ^ EF+:(4.5)



288 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYAgain, " ^ Id : fF (kG) �! f 0F (kG) is an equivalence, hence we usually use thenotation fF . De�ne the F -singular G-spectrum associated to kG to bef?F (kG) = kG ^ ~EF :(4.6)De�ne the geometric F -completion of kG to becF (kG) = F (EF+; kG):(4.7)We refer to the cohomology theories represented by G-spectra cF (kG) as F -Borel cohomology theories. The map " : kG �! cF (kG) of (4.2) is the objectof study of such results as the generalized Atiyah-Segal completion theorem andthe generalized Segal conjecture of Adams-Haeberly-Jackowski-May. As in theseresults, one version of the F -homotopy limit problem is the equivariant problemof comparing the geometric F -completion cF (kG) with the algebraic completion(kG)ÎF of kG at the ideal IF of the Burnside ring or at an analogous ideal in aring more closely related to kG. Observe that we usually do not have analogs of(1.5) and (1.9) for general families F ; the Adams isomorphism XVI.5.4 and thediscussion around it are relevant at this point.De�ne tF (kG) = F (EF+; kG) ^ ~EF = f?F cF (kG):(4.8)We call tF (kG) the F -Tate G-spectrum associated to kG. These G-spectra rep-resent F -Tate homology and cohomology theories. With this cast, and with theabbreviation of " ^ id to ", the diagram (4.3) can be rewritten in the formfF (kG) //��" ' kG //�� " f?F (kG)�� "f 0F (kG) // cF (kG) // tF (kG):(4.9)We call the bottom row the \F -norm co�bration sequence". The theories repre-sented by the spectra on this row are all F -invariant.The diagram leads to a remarkable and illuminating relationship between theTate theories and the F -homotopy limit problem. Recall that IF � A(G) is theintersection of the kernels of the restrictions A(G) �! A(H) for H 2 F .Theorem 4.10. The spectra cF (kG) are IF -complete. The spectra fF (kG)and tF (kG) are IF -complete if kG is bounded below.



4. THE GENERALIZATION TO FAMILIES 289We promised in XXx1 to relate the questions of when�� : (kG) ^IF = F (K(IF ); kG) �! F (EF+; kG) = cF (kG)and �� : kG ^ EF+ �! kG ^K(IF )are equivalences. The answer is rather surprising.Theorem 4.11. Let kG be a ring G-spectrum, where G is �nite. Then �� is anequivalence if and only if �� is an equivalence and tF (kG) is rational.The proof is due to the �rst author and will be discussed in XXIVx8. We shallturn to relevant examples in the next section.When G is �nite and kG is an Eilenberg-MacLane G-spectrum HM , theF -TateG-spectrum tF (HM) represents the generalization to homology and cohomologytheories on G-spaces and G-spectra of certain \Amitsur-Dress-Tate cohomologytheories" Ĥ�F (M) that �gure prominently in induction theory. We again obtaingeneralized Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate spectral sequences in the context of families.These vastly extend the web of symmetry relations relating equivariant theorywith the stable homotopy groups of spheres. In particular, for a �nite p-group G,if we use the familyP of all proper subgroups of G, we obtain a spectral sequencewhose E2-term is ĤP� (�G� ) and which converges to (��)p̂. We have moved thegroups ��(BWH+) from the target to ingredients in the calculation of E2. In thisspectral sequence the \root invariant" of an element � 2 �q lies in degree at leastq(jGj � 1). The root invariant measures where elements are detected in E2 of thespectral sequence, and the dependence on the order of G indicates an increasingdependence of lower degree homotopy groups of spheres on higher degree homotopygroups of classifying spaces.More generally, if G is any �nite group, we use the familyP to obtain two re-lated spectral sequences, both of which converge to the completion of the nonequiv-ariant stable homotopy groups of spheres at n(P), where n(P) is the product ofthose primes p such thatZ=pZis a quotient of G. For example, ifG is a nonabeliangroup of order pq, p < q, then n(P) = p and the spectral sequences provide amechanism for the prime q to a�ect stable homotopy groups at the prime p. Oneof the spectral sequences is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate spectral sequence whoseE2-term is the Amitsur-Dress-Tate homology ĤP� (�G� ). The other comes from a�ltration of ~EG in terms of the regular representation of G. These spectral se-quences lead to new equivariant root invariants, and the basic Bredon-Jones-Miller



290 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYroot invariant theorem generalizes to the spectral sequence constructed by use ofthe regular representation.A. W. M. Dress. Contributions to the theory of induced representations. Springer Lecture Notesin Mathematics Vol. 342, 1973, 183-240.J. P. C. Greenlees. Tate cohomology in commutative algebra. J. Pure and Applied Algebra.94(1994), 59-83.J. D. S. Jones. Root invariants, cup-r-products and the Kahn-Priddy theorem. Bull. LondonMath. Soc. 17(1985), 479-483.H. R. Miller. On Jones's Kahn-Priddy theorem. Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics Vol.1418, 1990, 210-218. 5. Equivariant K-theoryOur most interesting calculation shows that, for any �nite group G, t(KG) is arational G-spectrum, namelyt(KG) ' _K(Ĵ 
Q; 2i);(5.1)where Ĵ is the Mackey functor of completed augmentation ideals of representationrings and i ranges over the integers. In this case, the relevant Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate spectral sequence is rather amazing. Its E2-term is torsion, being annihilatedby multiplication by the order of G. If G is cyclic, then E2 = E1 and the spectralsequence certainly converges strongly. In general, the E2-term depends solelyon the classical Tate cohomology of G and not at all on its representation ring,whereas t(KG)� depends solely on the representation ring and not at all on theTate cohomology. Needless to say, the proof of (5.1) is not based on use of thespectral sequence.In fact, and the generalization is easier to prove than the special case, tF (KG)turns out to be rational for every family F . Again, there results an explicitcalculation of tF (KG) as a wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra. Let JF be theintersection of the kernels of the restrictions R(G) �! R(H) for H 2 F . It isclear by character theory thatJF = f�j�(g) = 0 if the group generated by g is in Fg;and we de�ne a rationally complementary ideal J 0F byJ 0F = f�j�(g) = 0 if the group generated by g is not in Fg:Then (5.1) generalizes totF (KG) '_K((R=J 0F ) ^JF 
Q; 2i);(5.2)



5. EQUIVARIANT K-THEORY 291where (R=J 0F ) ^JF denotes the Mackey functor whose value at G=H is the com-pletion at the ideal J(F jH) of the quotient R(H)=J 0(F jH). This is consistentwith (5.1) since, when F = feg, J 0(F jH) is a copy of Zgenerated by the regularrepresentation of H and JH maps isomorphically onto R(H)=Z. It follows in allcases that the completions tF (KG) ^IF are contractible.The following folklore result is proven in our paper on completions at ideals of theBurnside ring. On passage to �G0 , the unit SG �! KG induces the homomorphismA(G) �! R(G) that sends a �nite set X to the permutation representation C [X].We regard R(G)-modules as A(G)-modules by pullback.Theorem 5.3. The completion of an R(G)-moduleM at the ideal JF of R(G)is isomorphic to the completion of M at the ideal IF of the Burnside ring A(G).In fact, the proof shows that the ideals IFR(G) and JF of R(G) have thesame radical. Therefore the generalized completion theorem of Adams-Haeberly-Jackowski-May discussed in XIV.6.1 implies that�� : (KG) ^IF �! F (EF+;KG)is an equivalence. By (5.2) and Theorem 4.11, this in turn implies that�� : kG ^ EF+ �! kG ^K(IF )is an equivalence. In fact, the latter result was proven by the �rst author beforethe implication was known; we shall explain his argument and discuss the algebrabehind it in Chapter XXIV.As a corollary of the calculation of t(KG), we obtain a surprisingly explicitcalculation of the nonequivariant K-homology of the classifying space BG:K0(BG) �= Z and K1(BG) �= J(G)Ĵ (G) 
 (Q=Z):(5.4)In fact, (5.1) and (5.4) both follow easily once we know that t(KG) is rational.Given that, we have the exact sequence� � � ! KG� (EG+)
Q! K�G(EG+)
Q! t(K)�G ! � � � ;which turns out to be short exact. The Atiyah-Segal theorem shows thatK�G(EG+)
Q �= R(G)Ĵ [�; ��1]
Q;



292 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYwhere � is the Bott element. Rationally, the K-homology of EG+ is a summandof KG� , and in fact KG� (EG+)
Q �= Q[�; ��1]. It is not hard to identify the mapsand conclude that t(K)�G = fR(G)=ZgĴ [�; ��1]
Q:Since, as explained in XIXx5, all rational G-spectra split, this gives the exactequivariant homotopy type claimed in (5.1). Now we can deduce (5.4) by analy-sis of the integral norm sequence, using the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem toidentify K�G(EG+).We must still say something about why t(KG) and all other tF (KG) are rational.An inductive scheme reduces the proof to showing that tF (KG)^ ~EP is rational,where P is the family of proper subgroups of G. If V is the reduced regularcomplex representation of V , then S1V is a model for ~EP. It follows that, for anyKG-module spectrumM and any spectrumX, (M^ ~EP)G� (X) is the localization ofMG� (X) away from the Euler class (which is the total exterior power) �(V ) 2 R(G).Since �(V ) is in JP, it restricts to zero in all proper subgroups. Since the productover the cyclic subgroups C of G of the restrictions R(G) �! R(C) is an injection,�(V ) = 0 and the conclusion holds trivially unless G is cyclic. In that case, theAtiyah-Hirzebruch-Tate spectral sequence for tP(KG)�(X) gives that primes thatdo not divide the order n of G act invertibly since n annihilates the E2-term. Aneasy calculational argument in representation rings handles the remaining primes.The evident analogs of all of these statements for real K-theory are also valid.In the case of connectiveK-theory, we do not have the same degree of periodicityto help, and the calculations are harder. Results of Davis and Mahowald give thefollowing result.Theorem 5.5. If G = Cp for a prime p, thent(kuG) ' Yn2Z�2nH(Ĵ);and similarly for connective real K-theory.This result led us to the overoptimistic conjecture that its conclusion wouldgeneralize to arbitrary �nite groups. However, Bayen and Bruner have shown thatthe conjecture fails for both real and complex connective K-theory.Finally, we must point out that the restriction to �nite groups in the discussionabove is essential; even for G = S1 something more complicated happens sincein that case t(KG)G is a homotopy inverse limit of wedges of even suspensions of



6. FURTHER CALCULATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 293K and each even degree homotopy group of t(KG)G is isomorphic to Z[[�]][��1],where 1 � � is the canonical irreducible one-dimensional representation of G. Inparticular, t(KG) is certainly not rational. Similarly, still taking G = S1, eacheven degree homotopy group of t(kG)G is isomorphic to Z[[�]]. In this case, wecan identify the homotopy type of the �xed point spectrum:t(kuS1)S1 ' Yn2Z�2nkuS1 :(5.6)J. F. Adams, J.-P. Haeberly, S. Jackowski, and J. P. May. A generalization of the Atiyah-Segalcompletion theorem. Topology 27(1988), 1-6.D. Bayen and R. R. Bruner. Real connective K-theory and the quaternion group. Preprint,1995.J. P. C. Greenlees. K-homology of universal spaces and local cohomology of the representationring. Topology 32(1993), 295-308.J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Completions of G-spectra at ideals of the Burnside ring.Adams Memorial Symposium on Algebraic Topology, Vol. 2, London Math. Soc. Lecture NotesVol. 176, 1992, 145-178.6. Further calculations and applicationsPhilosophically, one of the main di�erences between the calculation of the TateK-theory for �nite groups and for the circle group is that the Krull dimension ofR(G) is one in the case of �nite groups and two in the case of the circle group. Quitegenerally, the complexity of the calculations increases with the Krull dimension ofthe coe�cient ring. It is relevant that the Krull dimension of R(G) for a compactconnected Lie group G is one greater than its rank.For �nite groups, most calculations that have been carried out to date con-cern ring G-spectra kG, like those that represent K-theory, that are so related tocobordism as to have Thom isomorphisms of the general formkG� (�VX) �= kG� (�jV jX)(6.1)for all complex representations V . Let e(V ) : S0 �! SV be the inclusion. Ap-plying e(V )� to the element 1 2 k0G(S0) �= kVG (SV ), we obtain an element ofkVG (S0) = kG�V (S0). The Thom isomorphism yields an isomorphism between thisgroup and the integer coe�cient group kG�jV j, and there results an Euler class�(V ) 2 kG�jV j. As in our indication of the rationality of t(KG), localizations andother algebraic constructions in terms of such Euler classes can often lead to ex-plicit calculations.



294 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYThis works particularly well in cases, such as p-groups, where G acts freely ona product of unit spheres S(V1)� � � ��S(Vn) for some representations V1; : : : ; Vn.This implies that the smash product S(1V1)+ ^ � � � ^ S(1Vn)+ is a model forEG+, and there results a �ltration of ~EG that has subquotients given by wedgesof smash products of spheres. This gives rise to a di�erent spectral sequence forthe computation of t(kG)�G(X). When X = S0, the E2-term can be identi�ed asthe \�Cech cohomology �H�J 0(k�(BG)) of the k�G-module k�(BG+) with respect tothe ideal J 0 = (�(V1); � � � ; �(Vn)) � k�G". The relevant algebraic de�nitions will begiven in Chapter XXIV. These groups depend only on the radical of J 0, and, whenk�G is Noetherian, it turns out that J 0 has the same radical as the augmentationideal J = Ker(k�G �! k�).The interesting mathematics begins with the calculation of the E2-term, wherethe nature of the Euler classes for the particular theory becomes important. Infact, this spectral sequence collapses unusually often because the complexity iscontrolled by the Krull dimension of the coe�cients. In cases where one cancalculate the coe�cients t(k)�G, one can often also deduce the homotopy type ofthe �xed point spectrum t(kG)G because t(kG)G is a module spectrum over k.However, the periodic and connective cases have rather di�erent avors. In theperiodic case the algebra of the coe�cients has a �eld-like appearance and ismore often enough to determine the homotopy type of the �xed point spectrumt(kG)G. In the connective case the algebra of the coe�cients in the answer hasthe appearance of a complete local ring and some sort of Adams spectral sequenceargument seems to be necessary to deduce the topology from the algebra. In veryexceptional circumstances, such as the use of rationality in the case of KG, onecan go on to deduce the equivariant homotopy type of t(kG).In the discussion that follows, we consider equivariant forms kG of some familiarnonequivariant theories k. We may take kG to be i�k, but any split G-spectrumwith underlying nonequivariant spectrum k could be used instead. Technically,it is often best to use F (EG+; i�k). This has the advantage that its coe�cientscan often be calculated, and it can be thought of as a geometric completion ofany other candidate (and an algebraic completion of any candidate for which acompletion theorem holds).The most visible feature of the calculations to date is that the Tate constructiontends to decrease chromatic periodicity. We saw this in the case of KG, where theperiodicity reduced from one to zero. This appears in especially simple form in atheorem of Greenlees and Sadofsky: ifK(n) is the nth MoravaK-theory spectrum,



6. FURTHER CALCULATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 295whose coe�cient ring is the graded �eldK(n)� = Fp[vn; v�1n ]; deg vn = 2pn � 2;then t(K(n)G) ' �:(6.2)In fact, this is a quite easy consequence of Ravenel's result that K(n)�(BG+) is�nitely generated over K(n)�. Another example of this nature is a calculation ofFajstrup, which shows that if the spectrum KR that represents K-theory withreality is regarded as a C2-spectrum, then the associated Tate spectrum is trivial.These calculations illustrate another phenomenon that appears to be general: itseems that the Tate construction reduces the Krull dimension of periodic theories.More precisely, the Krull dimension of t(kG)0G is usually less than that of k0G. In thecase of Morava K-theory, one deduces from Ravenel's result that K(n)0G is �niteover K(n)0 and thus has dimension 0. The contractibility of t(K(n)G) can then bethought of as a degenerate form of dimension reduction. More convincingly, workof Greenlees and Sadofsky shows that for many periodic theories for which k0G isone dimensional, t(kG)0G is �nite dimensional over a �eld. The higher dimensionalcase is under consideration by Greenlees and Strickland.This reduction of Krull dimension is reected in the E2-term of the spectralsequence cited above. When k is vn-periodic for some n, one typically �rst provesthat some vi, i < n is invertible on t(kG) and then uses the localisation of thenorm sequence� � � ! kG� (EG+) hv�1i i! k�G(EG+) hv�1i i! t(kG)�G ! � � �to assist calculations. For example, consider the spectra E(n) with coe�cient ringsE(n)� =Z(p)[v1; v2; � � � ; vn; v�1n ]:Since there is a co�ber sequence E(2)=p v1! E(2)=p! K(2), we deduce from (6.2)that v1 is invertible on t((E(2)=p)G). More generally vn�1 is invertible on a suitablecompletion of t(E(n)G).The intuition that the Tate construction lowers Krull dimension is reected inthe following conjecture about the spectra BP hni with coe�cient ringsBP hni� =Z(p)[v1; v2; � � � ; vn]:



296 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGYConjecture 6.3 (Davis-Johnson-Klippenstein-Mahowald-Wegmann).t(BP hniCp)Cp ' Yn2Z�2nBP hn� 1ip̂ :The cited authors proved the case n = 2; the case n = 1 was due to Davis andMahowald. Since BP hni� has Krull dimension n+ 1, the depth of the conjectureincreases with n.We end by pointing the reader to what is by far the most striking application ofgeneralized Tate cohomology. In a series of papers, Madsen, B�okstedt, Hesselholt,and Tsalidis have used the case of S1 and its subgroups to carry out fundamentallyimportant calculations of the topological cyclic homology and thus of the algebraicK-theory of number rings. It would take us too far a�eld to say much about this.Madsen has given two excellent surveys. In another direction, Hesselholt andMadsen have calculated the coe�cient groups of the S1-tate spectrum associatedto the periodic J -theory spectrum at an odd prime. The calculation is consistentwith the following conjecture.Conjecture 6.4 (Hesselholt-Madsen).t(JG)S1 ' K 0(1) _ �K 0(1) _ (Yn2Z�2n+1K)=(_n2Z�2n+1K);whereK 0(1) is the Adams summand of p-completeK-theory with homotopy groupsconcentrated in degrees � 0mod 2(p � 1).M. B�okstedt and I. Madsen. Topological cyclic homology of the integers. Ast�erisque 226(1994),57-145.M. B�okstedt and I. Madsen. Algebraic K-theory of local number �elds: the unrami�ed case.Aarhus University Preprint No. 20, 1994.D. M. Davis and M. Mahowald. The spectrum (P^bo)�1. Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 96(1984)85-93.D. M. Davis, D. C. Johnson, J. Klippenstein, M. Mahowald and S. Wegmann. The spectrum(P ^BP h2i)�1. Trans. American Math. Soc. 296(1986) 95-110.L. Fajstrup. Tate cohomology of periodic Real K-theory is trivial. Proc. American Math. Soc.1995, to appear.J. P. C. Greenlees and H. Sadofsky. The Tate spectrum of vn periodic, complex oriented theories.Math. Zeitschrift. To appear.J. P. C. Greenlees and H. Sadofsky. The Tate spectrum of theories with one dimensional coe�-cient ring. Preprint, 1995.J. P. C. Greenlees and N. P. Strickland. Varieties for chromatic group cohomology rings. Inpreparation.L. Hesselholt and I. Madsen. The S1 Tate spectrum for J. Bol. Soc. Math. Mex, 37(1992),215-240.



6. FURTHER CALCULATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 297L.Hesselholt and I. Madsen. Topological cyclic homology of �nite �elds and their dual numbers.Preprints, 1993-1995.I. Madsen. The cyclotomic trace in algebraic K-theory. Proceedings of the ECM, Paris, 1992.Progress in Mathematics, Vol. 120. Birkhauser. 1994.I. Madsen. Algebraic K-theory and traces. Aarhus University Preprint No. 26. 1995.D. C. Ravenel. Morava K-theories and �nite groups. Cont. Mathematics 12(1982), 289-292.S. Tsalidis. Topological Hochschild homology and the homotopy limit problem. Preprint, 1995.S. Tsalidis. On the topological cyclic homology of the integers. Preprint, 1995.



298 XXI. GENERALIZED TATE COHOMOLOGY



CHAPTER XXIIBrave new algebra1. The category of S-modulesLet us return to the introductory overview of the stable homotopy category givenin XIIx1. As said there, Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell, and I have gone beyond thefoundations of Chapter XII to the construction of a new category of spectra, thecategory of \S-modules", that has a smash product that is symmetric monoidal(associative, commutative, and unital up to coherent natural isomorphisms) on thepoint-set level. The complete treatment is given in [EKMM], and an expositionhas been given in [EKMM0]. The latter emphasizes the logical development of thefoundations. Here, instead, we will focus more on the structure and applicationsof the theory. Working nonequivariantly in this chapter, we will describe thenew categories of rings, modules, and algebras and summarize some of their moreimportant applications. All of the basic theory generalizes to the equivariantcontext and, working equivariantly, we will return to the foundations and outlinethe construction of the category of S-modules in the next chapter. We begin workhere by summarizing its properties.An S-module is a spectrum (indexed on some �xed universe U) with additionalstructure, and a map of S-modules is a map of spectra that preserves the additionalstructure. The sphere spectrum S and, more generally, any suspension spectrum�1X has a canonical structure of S-module. The category of S-modules is denotedMS. It is symmetric monoidal with unit object S under a suitable smash product,which is denoted ^S , and it also has a function S-module functor, which is denotedFS. The expected adjunction holds:MS(M ^S N;P ) �=MS(M;FS(N;P )):299



300 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAMoreover, for based spaces X and Y , there is a natural isomorphism of S-modules�1X ^S �1Y �= �1(X ^ Y ):When regarded as a functor from spaces to S-modules, rather than as a functorfrom spaces to spectra, �1 is not left adjoint to the zeroth space functor 
1;rather, we have an adjunctionMS(�1X;M) �= T (X;MS(S;M)):Here the space of mapsMS(S;M) is not even equivalent to 
1M . As observed byHastings and Lewis, this is intrinsic to the mathematics: since MS is symmetricmonoidal,MS(S; S) is a commutative topological monoid, and it therefore cannotbe equivalent to the space QS0 = 
1S.For an S-module M and a based space X, the smash product M ^ X is anS-module and M ^X �=M ^S �1X:Cylinders, cones, and suspensions of S-modules are de�ned by smashing withI+, I, and S1. A homotopy between maps f; g : M �! N of S-modules is amap M ^ I+ �! N that restricts to f and g on the ends of the cylinder. Thefunction spectrum F (X;M) is not an S-module; FS(��tyX;M) is the appropriatesubstitute and must be used when de�ning cocylinder, path, and loop S-modules.The category MS is cocomplete (has all colimits), its colimits being created inS . That is, the colimit in S of a diagram of S-modules is an S-module that isthe colimit of the given diagram in MS . It is also complete (has all limits). Thelimit in S of a diagram of S-modules is not quite an S-module, but it takes valuesin a category S [L] of \L-spectra" that lies intermediate between spectra and S-modules. Limits inS [L] are created inS , and the forgetful functorMS �! S [L]has a right adjoint that creates the limits inMS. We shall explain this sca�oldingin XXIIIx2. For pragmatic purposes, what matters is that limits exist and havethe same weak homotopy types as if they were created in S .There is a \free S-module functor" FS : S �!MS. It is not quite free in theusual sense since its right adjoint US :MS �! S is not quite the evident forgetfulfunctor. This technicality reects the fact that the forgetful functorMS �! S [L]is a left rather than a right adjoint. Again, for pragmatic purposes, what mattersis that US is naturally weakly equivalent to the evident forgetful functor.We de�ne sphere S-modules by SnS = FSSn:



1. THE CATEGORY OF S-MODULES 301We de�ne the homotopy groups of an S-module to be the homotopy groups of theunderlying spectrum and �nd by the adjunction cited in the previous paragraphthat they can be computed as�n(M) = hMS(SnS ;M):From here, we develop the theory of cell and CW S-modules precisely as wedeveloped the theory of cell and CW spectra, taking the spheres SnS as the domainsof attaching maps of cells CSnS . We construct the \derived category of S-modules",denoted DS, by adjoining formal inverses to the weak equivalences and �nd thatDS is equivalent to the homotopy category of CW S-modules. The followingfundamental theorem then shows that no homotopical information is lost if wereplace the stable homotopy category �hS by the derived category DS.Theorem 1.1. The following conclusions hold.(i) The free functor FS : S �!MS carries CW spectra to CW S-modules.(ii) The forgetful functorMS �! S carries S-modules of the homotopy typesof CW S-modules to spectra of the homotopy types of CW spectra.(iii) Every CW S-module M is homotopy equivalent as an S-module to FSEfor some CW spectrum E.The free functor and forgetful functors establish an adjoint equivalence betweenthe stable homotopy category �hS and the derived category DS. This equivalenceof categories preserves smash products and function objects. ThusDS(FSE;M) �= �hS (E;M);FS : �hS (E;E 0) �=�!DS(FSE;FSE 0);FS(E ^ E 0) ' (FSE) ^S (FSE 0);and FS(F (E;E 0)) ' FS(FSE;FSE 0):We can describe the equivalence in the language of (closed) model categoriesin the sense of Quillen, but we shall say little about this. Both S and MS aremodel categories whose weak equivalences are the maps that induce isomorphismsof homotopy groups. The q-co�brations (or Quillen co�brations) are the retractsof inclusions of relative cell complexes (that is, cell spectra or cell S-modules).The q-�brations in S are the Serre �brations, namely the maps that satisfy thecovering homotopy property with respect to maps de�ned on the cone spectra



302 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRA�1q CSn, where q � 0 and n � 0. The q-�brations inMS are the maps M �! Nof S-modules whose induced maps USM �! USN are Serre �brations of spectra.[EKMM] A. Elmendorf, I. Kriz, M. A. Mandell, and J. P. May. Rings, modules, and algebras instable homotopy theory. Preprint, 1995.[EKMM0] A. Elmendorf, I. Kriz, M. A. Mandell, and J. P. May. Modern foundations for stablehomotopy theory. In \Handbook of Algebraic Topology", edited by I.M. James. North Holland,1995, pp 213-254.H. Hastings. Stabilizing tensor products. Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 49(1975), 1-7.L. G. Lewis, Jr. Is there a convenient category of spectra? J. Pure and Applied Algebra 73(1991),233-246.J. P. May (with contributions by F. Quinn, N. Ray, and J. Tornehave). E1 ring spaces andE1 ring spectra. Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics Volume 577. 1977.2. Categories of R-modulesLet us think about S-modules algebraically. There is a perhaps silly analogythat I �nd illuminating. Algebraically, it is of course a triviality that Abeliangroups are essentially the same things as Z-modules. Nevertheless, these notionsare conceptually di�erent. Thinking of brave new algebra in stable homotopytheory as analogous to classical algebra, I like to think of spectra as analogues ofAbelian groups and S-modules as analogues ofZ-modules. While it required somethought and work to �gure out how to pass from spectra to S-modules, now thatwe have done so we can follow our noses and mimic algebraic de�nitions word forword in the category of S-modules, thinking of ^S as analogous to 
Zand FS asanalogous to HomZ.We think of rings as Z-algebras, and we de�ne an S-algebra R by requiring aunit S �! R and product R ^S R �! R such that the evident unit and asso-ciativity diagrams commute. We say that R is a commutative S-algebra if theevident commutativity diagram also commutes. We de�ne a left R-module simi-larly, requiring a map R^SM �!M such that the evident unit and associativitydiagrams commute.For a right R-moduleM and left R-module N , we de�ne an S-moduleM ^RNby the coequalizer diagramM ^S R ^S N //�^SId //Id^S� M ^S N // M ^R N;where � and � are the given actions of R onM and N . Similarly, for leftR-modulesM and N , we de�ne an S-module FR(M;N) by an appropriate equalizer diagram.We then have adjunctions exactly like those relating 
R and HomR in algebra.



2. CATEGORIES OF R-MODULES 303If R is commutative, then M ^R N and FR(M;N) are R-modules, the categoryMR of R-modules is symmetric monoidal with unit R, and we have the expectedadjunction relating ^R and FR. We can go on to de�ne (R;R0)-bimodules and toderive a host of formal relations involving smash products and function modulesover varying rings, all of which are exactly like their algebraic counterparts.For a left R-module M and a based space X, M ^ X �= M ^S �1X andFS(�1X;M) are left R-modules. If K is an S-module, then M ^S K is a left andFS(M;K) is a right R-module. We have theories of co�ber and �ber sequencesof R-modules exactly as for spectra. We de�ne the free R-module generated by aspectrum X to be FRX = R ^S FSX:Again the right adjoint UR of this functor is naturally weakly equivalent to theforgetful functor from R-modules to spectra. We de�ne sphere R-modules bySnR = FRSn = R ^S SnSand �nd that �n(M) = hMR(SnR;M):There is also a natural weak equivalence of R-modules FRS �! R.We develop the theory of cell and CW R-modules exactly as we developed thetheory of cell and CW spectra, using the spheres SnR as the domains of attachingmaps. However, the CW theory is only of interest when R is connective (�n(R) = 0for n < 0) since otherwise the cellular approximation theorem fails. We constructthe derived category DR from the categoryMR of R-modules by adjoining formalinverses to the weak equivalences and �nd that DR is equivalent to the homotopycategory of cell R-modules.Brown's representability theorem holds in the category DR: a contravariantset-valued functor k on DR is representable in the form kM �= DR(M;N) if andonly if k converts wedges to products and converts homotopy pushouts to weakpullbacks. However, as recently observed by Neeman in an algebraic context,Adams' variant for functors de�ned on �nite cell R-modules only holds under acountability hypothesis on ��(R).The categoryMR is a model category. The weak equivalences and q-�brationsare the maps of R-modules that are weak equivalences and q-�brations when re-garded as maps of S-modules. The q-co�brations are the retracts of relative cellR-modules. It is also a tensored and cotensored topological category. That is, its



304 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAHom sets are based topological spaces, composition is continuous, and we haveadjunction homeomorphismsMR(M ^X;N) �= T (X;MR(M;N)) �=MR(M;FS(�1X;N)):Recently, Hovey, Palmieri, and Strickland have axiomatized the formal prop-erties that a category ought to have in order to be called a \stable homotopycategory". The idea is to abstract those properties that are independent of anyunderlying point-set level foundations and see what can be derived from thatstarting point. Our derived categories DR provide a wealth of examples.M. Hovey, J. H. Palmieri, and N. P. Strickland. Axiomatic stable homotopy theory. Preprint.1995.A. Neeman. On a theorem of Brown and Adams. Preprint, 1995.3. The algebraic theory of R-modulesThe categories DR are both tools for the the study of classical algebraic topol-ogy, and interesting new subjects of study in their own right. In particular, theysubsume much of classical algebra. The Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HR asso-ciated to a (commutative) discrete ring R is a (commutative) S-algebra, and theEilenberg-MacLane spectrum HM associated to an R-module is an HR-module.Moreover, the derived category DHR is equivalent to the algebraic derived cate-gory DR of chain complexes over R, and the equivalence converts derived smashproducts and function modules in topology to derived tensor products and Homfunctors in algebra. In algebra, the homotopy groups of derived tensor productand Hom functors compute Tor and Ext, and we have natural isomorphisms�n(HM ^HR HN) �= TorRn (M;N)for a right R-module M and left R-module N and��n(FHR(HM;HN)) �= ExtnR(M;N)for left R-modules M and N , where HM is taken to be a CW HR-module.Now return to the convention that R is an S-algebra. By the equivalence of �hSand DS, we see that homology and cohomology theories on spectra are subsumedas homotopy groups of smash products and function modules over S. Precisely,for a CW S-module M and an S-module N ,�n(M ^S N) =Mn(N)and ��n(FS(M;N)) = Nn(M):



3. THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF R-MODULES 305These facts suggest that we should think of the homotopy groups of smashproduct and function R-modules ambiguously as generalizations of both Tor andExt groups and homology and cohomology groups. Thus, for a right cellR-moduleM and a left R-module N , we de�neTorRn (M;N) = �n(M ^R N) =MRn (N)(3.1)and, for a left cell R-module M and a left R-module N , we de�neExtnR(M;N) = ��n(FR(M;N)) = NnR(M):(3.2)We assume that M is a cell module to ensure that these are well-de�ned derivedcategory invariants.These functors enjoy many properties familiar from both the algebraic and topo-logical settings. For example, assuming that R is commutative, we have a natural,associative, and unital system of pairings of R�-modules (Rn = ��n(R))Ext�R(M;N) 
R� Ext�R(L;M) �! Ext�R(L;N):Similarly, setting DRM = FR(M;R), a formal argument in duality theory impliesa natural isomorphism TorRn (DRM;N) �= Ext�nR (M;N)for �nite cellR-modulesM and arbitraryR-modules N . Thought of homologically,this isomorphism can be interpreted as Spanier-Whitehead duality: for a �nite cellR-module M and any R-module N ,NRn (DRM) �= N�nR (M):There are spectral sequences for the computation of these invariants. As usual,for a spectrum E, we write En = �n(E) = E�n.Theorem 3.3. For right and left R-modules M and N , there is a spectral se-quence E2p;q = TorR�p;q(M�; N�) =) TorRp+q(M;N);For left R-modules M and N , there is a spectral sequenceEp;q2 = Extp;qR�(M�; N�) =) Extp+qR (M;N):If R is commutative, these are spectral sequences of di�erential R�-modules, andthe second admits pairings converging from the evident Yoneda pairings on the E2terms to the natural pairings on the limit terms.



306 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRASetting M = FRX in these two spectral sequences, we obtain universal coe�-cient spectral sequences.Theorem 3.4 (Universal coefficient). For an R-module N and any spec-trum X, there are spectral sequences of the formTorR��;�(R�(X); N�) =) N�(X)and Ext�;�R�(R��(X); N�) =) N�(X):Replacing R and N by Eilenberg-MacLane spectra HR and HN for a discretering R and R-module N , we obtain the classical universal coe�cient theorems.Replacing N by FRY and by FR(FRY;R) in the two universal coe�cient spectralsequences, we obtain K�unneth spectral sequences.Theorem 3.5 (K�unneth). For any spectra X and Y , there are spectral se-quences of the form TorR��;�(R�(X); R�(Y )) =) R�(X ^ Y )and Ext�;�R�(R��(X); R�(Y )) =) R�(X ^ Y ):Under varying hypotheses, the K�unneth theorem in homology generalizes to anEilenberg-Moore type spectral sequence. Here is one example.Theorem 3.6. Let E and R be commutative S-algebras and M and N be R-modules. Then there is a spectral sequence of di�erential E�(R)-modules of theform TorE�(R)p;q (E�(M); E�(N)) =) Ep+q(M ^R N):4. The homotopical theory of R-modulesThinking of the derived category of R-modules as an analog of the stable ho-motopy category, we have the notion of an R-ring spectrum, which is just like theclassical notion of a ring spectrum in the stable homotopy category.



4. THE HOMOTOPICAL THEORY OF R-MODULES 307Definition 4.1. An R-ring spectrum A is an R-module A with unit � : R �!A and product � : A^RA �! A in DR such that the following left and right unitdiagram commutes in DR:R ^R A //�^id &&� LLLLLLLLLLL A ^R A�� � A ^R Ro o id^�xx ��rrrrrrrrrrrA:A is associative or commutative if the appropriate diagram commutes in DR. If Ais associative, then an A-module spectrum M is an R-module M with an action� : A^RM �!M such that the evident unit and associativity diagrams commutein DR.Lemma 4.2. If A and B are R-ring spectra, then so is A ^R B. If A and B areassociative or commutative, then so is A ^R B.When R = S, S-ring spectra and their module spectra are equivalent to classicalring spectra and their module spectra. By neglect of structure, an R-ring spectrumA is an S-ring spectrum and thus a ring spectrum in the classical sense; its unit isthe composite of the unit of R and the unit of A and its product is the compositeof the product of A and the canonical mapA ^A ' A ^S A �! A ^R A:If A is commutative or associative as an R-ring spectrum, then it is commutativeand associative as an S-ring spectrum and thus as a classical ring spectrum. TheR-ring spectra and their module spectra play a role in the study of DR analogousto the role played by ring and module spectra in classical stable homotopy theory.Moreover, the new theory of R-ring and module spectra provides a powerful con-structive tool for the study of the classical notions. The point is that, in DR, wehave all of the internal structure, such as co�ber sequences, that we have in thestable homotopy category.This can make it easy to construct R-ring spectra and modules in cases whena direct proof that they are merely classical ring spectra and modules is far moredi�cult, if it can be done at all. We assume that R is a commutative S-algebraand illustrate by indicating how to constructM=IM andM [Y �1] for an R-moduleM , where I is the ideal generated by a sequence fxig of elements of R� and Y isa countable multiplicatively closed set of elements of R�. We shall also state some



308 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAresults about when these modules haveR-ring structures and when such structuresare commutative or associative.We have isomorphisms Mn �= hMR(SnR;M):The suspension �nM is equivalent to SnR ^R M and, for x 2 Rn, the compositemap of R-modules SnR ^R M //x^id R ^RM //� M(4.3)is a module theoretic version of the map x� : �nM �!M .Definition 4.4. De�ne M=xM to be the co�ber of the map (4.3) and let� : M �! M=xM be the canonical map. Inductively, for a �nite sequencefx1; : : : ; xng of elements of R�, de�neM=(x1; : : : ; xn)M = N=xnN; where N =M=(x1; : : : ; xn�1)M:For a sequence X = fxig, de�ne M=XM = tel M=(x1; : : : ; xn)M , where thetelescope is taken with respect to the successive canonical maps �.Clearly we have a long exact sequence� � � �! �q�n(M) x��!�q(M) ���!�q(M=xM) �! �q�n�1(M) �! � � � :If x is regular for ��(M) (xm = 0 impliesm = 0), then �� induces an isomorphismof R�-modules ��(M)=x � ��(M) �= ��(M=xM):If fx1; : : : ; xng is a regular sequence for ��(M), in the sense that xi is regular for��(M)=(x1; : : : ; xi�1)��(M) for 1 � i � n, then��(M)=(x1; : : : ; xn)��(M) �= ��(M=(x1; : : : ; xn)M);and similarly for a possibly in�nite regular sequence X = fxig. The followingresult implies that M=XM is independent of the ordering of the elements of theset X. We write R=X instead of R=XR.Lemma 4.5. For a set X of elements of R�, there is a natural weak equivalence(R=X) ^RM �!M=XM:In particular, for a �nite set X = fx1; : : : ; xng,R=(x1; : : : ; xn) ' (R=x1) ^R � � � ^R (R=xn):



4. THE HOMOTOPICAL THEORY OF R-MODULES 309If I denotes the ideal generated by X, then it is reasonable to de�neM=IM =M=XM:However, this notation must be used with caution since, if we fail to restrictattention to regular sequences X, the homotopy type of M=XM will depend onthe set X and not just on the ideal it generates. For example, quite di�erentmodules are obtained if we repeat a generator xi of I in our construction.To construct localizations, let fyig be any sequence of elements of Y that isco�nal in the sense that every y 2 Y divides some yi. If yi 2 Rni , we mayrepresent yi by an R-map S0R �! S�niR , which we also denote by yi. Let q0 = 0and, inductively, qi = qi�1 + ni. Then the R-mapyi ^ id : S0R ^RM �! S�niR ^RMrepresents multiplication by yi. Smashing overR with S�qi�1R , we obtain a sequenceof R-maps S�qi�1R ^RM �! S�qiR ^RM:(4.6)Definition 4.7. De�ne the localization of M at Y , denoted M [Y �1], to be thetelescope of the sequence of maps (4.6). Since M �= S0R ^R M in DR, we mayregard the inclusion of the initial stage S0R^RM of the telescope as a natural map� :M �!M [Y �1].Since homotopy groups commute with localization, we see immediately that �induces an isomorphism of R�-modules��(M [Y �1]) �= ��(M)[Y �1]:As in Lemma 4.5, the localization of M is the smash product of M with thelocalization of R.Lemma 4.8. For a multiplicatively closed set Y of elements of R�, there is anatural equivalence R[Y �1] ^RM �!M [Y �1]:Moreover, R[Y �1] is independent of the ordering of the elements of Y . For sets Xand Y , R[(X [ Y )�1] is equivalent to the composite localization R[X�1][Y �1].The behavior of localizations with respect toR-ring structures is now immediate.



310 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAProposition 4.9. Let Y be a multiplicatively closed set of elements of R�. IfA is an R-ring spectrum, then so is A[Y �1]. If A is associative or commutative,then so is A[Y �1].Proof. It su�ces to observe that R[Y �1] is an associative and commutativeR-ring spectrum with unit � and product the equivalenceR[Y �1] ^R R[Y �1] ' R[Y �1][Y �1] ' R[Y �1]:This doesn't work for quotients since (R=X)=X is not equivalent to R=X. How-ever, we can analyze the problem by analyzing the deviation, and, by Lemma 4.5,we may as well work one element at a time. We have a necessary condition for R=xto be an R-ring spectrum that is familiar from classical stable homotopy theory.Lemma 4.10. Let A be an R-ring spectrum. If A=xA admits a structure ofR-ring spectrum such that � : A �! A=xA is a map of R-ring spectra, thenx : A=xA �! A=xA is null homotopic as a map of R-modules.Thus, for example, the Moore spectrum S=2 is not an S-ring spectrum sincethe map 2 : S=2 �! S=2 is not null homotopic. We have the following su�cientcondition for when R=x does have an R-ring spectrum structure.Theorem 4.11. Let x 2 Rm, where �m+1(R=x) = 0 and �2m+1(R=x) = 0. ThenR=x admits a structure of R-ring spectrum with unit � : R �! R=x. Therefore,for every R-ring spectrum A and every sequence X of elements of R� such that�m+1(R=x) = 0 and �2m+1(R=x) = 0 if x 2 X has degree m, A=XA admitsa structure of R-ring spectrum such that � : A �! A=XA is a map of R-ringspectra.For an R-ring spectrum A and an element x as in the theorem, we give A=xA '(R=x) ^R A the product induced by one of our constructed products on R=x andthe given product on A. We refer to any such product as a \canonical" producton A=xA. We also have su�cient conditions for when the canonical product isunique and when a canonical product is commutative or associative.Theorem 4.12. Let x 2 Rm, where �m+1(R=x) = 0 and �2m+1(R=x) = 0.Let A be an R-ring spectrum and assume that �2m+2(A=xA) = 0. Then thereis a unique canonical product on A=xA. If A is commutative, then A=xA iscommutative. If A is associative and �3m+3(A=xA) = 0, then A=xA is associative.This leads to the following conclusion.



4. THE HOMOTOPICAL THEORY OF R-MODULES 311Theorem 4.13. Assume that Ri = 0 if i is odd. Let X be a sequence of nonzero divisors in R� such that ��(R=X) is concentrated in degrees congruent to zeromod 4. Then R=X has a unique canonical structure of R-ring spectrum, and it iscommutative and associative.This is particularly valuable when applied with R = MU . The classical Thomspectra arise in nature as E1 ring spectra and give rise to equivalent commutativeS-algebras. In fact, inspection of the prespectrum level de�nition of Thom spectrain terms of Grassmannians �rst led to the theory of E1 ring spectra and thereforeof S-algebras. Of course, MU� =Z[xijdeg xi = 2i]Thus the results above have the following immediate corollary.Theorem 4.14. Let X be a regular sequence in MU�, let I be the ideal gen-erated by X, and let Y be any sequence in MU�. Then there is an MU -ringspectrum (MU=X)[Y �1] and a natural map of MU -ring spectra (the unit map)� :MU �! (MU=X)[Y �1]such that �� :MU� �! ��((MU=X)[Y �1])realizes the natural homomorphism of MU�-algebrasMU� �! (MU�=I)[Y �1]:If MU�=I is concentrated in degrees congruent to zero mod 4, then there is aunique canonical product on (MU=X)[Y �1], and this product is commutative andassociative.In comparison with earlier constructions of this sort based on the Baas-Sullivantheory of manifolds with singularities or on Landweber's exact functor theorem(where it applies), we have obtained a simpler proof of a substantially strongerresult since an MU -ring spectrum is a much richer structure than just a ringspectrum and commutativity and associativity in the MU -ring spectrum senseare much more stringent conditions than mere commutativity and associativity ofthe underlying ring spectrum.



312 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRA5. Categories of R-algebrasIn the previous section, we considered R-ring spectra, which are homotopicalversions of R-algebras. We also have a pointwise de�nition of R-algebras that isjust like the de�nition of S-algebras. That is, R-algebras and commutative R-algebras A are de�ned via unit and product maps R �! A and A ^R A �! Asuch that the appropriate diagrams commute in the symmetric monoidal categoryMR. All of the standard formal properties of algebras in classical algebra carryover directly to these brave new algebras. For example, a commutative R-algebraA is the same thing as a commutative S-algebra together with a map of S-algebrasR �! A (the unit map), and the smash productA^RA0 of commutativeR-algebrasA and A0 is their coproduct in the category of commutative R-algebras.Some of the most subtantive work in [EKMM] concerns the understanding of thecategories AR and CAR of R-algebras and commutative R-algebras. The crucialpoint is to be able to compute the homotopical behavior of formal constructions inthese categories. Technically, what is involved is the homotopical understandingof the forgetful functors from AR and CAR toMR. Although not in itself enoughto answer these questions, the context of enriched model categories is essentialto give a framework in which they can be addressed. We shall indicate some ofthe main features here, but this material is addressed to the relatively sophisti-cated reader who has some familiarity with enriched category and model categorytheory. It provides the essential technical underpinning for the applications toBous�eld localization and topological Hochschild homology that are summarizedin the following two sections.Both AR and CAR are tensored and cotensored topological categories. In fact,they are topologically complete and cocomplete, which means that they have notonly the usual limits and colimits but also \indexed" limits and colimits. Limits arecreated in the category of R-modules, but colimits are less obvious constructions.In the absence of basepoints in their Hom sets, these categories are enriched overthe category U of unbased spaces. The cotensors in both cases are the functionS-algebras FS(�1X+; A) with the R-algebra structure induced from the diagonalon X and the product on A. The tensors are less familiar. They are denotedA
AR X and A
CAR X. These are di�erent constructions in the two cases, butwe write A
X when the context is understood. We have adjunctionsAR(A
X;B) �= U (X;AR(A;B)) �= AR(A;FS(�1X+; B));(5.1)and similarly in the commutative case. Some idea of the structure and meaning of



5. CATEGORIES OF R-ALGEBRAS 313tensors is given by the following result. For R-algebras A and B and a space X, wesay that a map f : A ^X+ �! B of R-modules is a pointwise map of R-algebrasif each composite f � ix : A �! B is a map of R-algebras, where, for x 2 X,ix : A �! A ^X+ is the map induced by the evident inclusion fxg+ �! X+.Proposition 5.2. For R-algebras A and spaces X there is a natural map ofR-modules ! : A ^X+ �! A
Xsuch that a pointwise map f : A ^ X+ �! B of R-algebras uniquely determinesa map ~f : A
X �! B of R-algebras such that f = ~f � !. The same statementholds for commutative R-algebras.More substantial results tell how to compute tensors when X is the geometricrealization of a simplicial set or simplicial space. These results are at the heart ofthe development and understanding of model category structures on the categoriesAR and CAR. In both categories, the weak equivalences and q-�brations are themaps of R-algebras that are weak equivalences or q-�brations of underlying R-modules. It follows that the q-co�brations are the maps of R-algebras that satisfythe left lifting property with respect to the acyclic q-�brations. (The LLP isrecalled in VIx5.) However, the q-co�brations admit a more explicit descriptionas retracts of relative \cell R-algebras" or \cell commutative R-algebras". Suchcell algebras are constructed by using free algebras generated by sphere spectra asthe domains of attaching maps and mimicking the construction of cell R-modules,using coproducts, pushouts, and colimits in the relevant category of R-algebras.The question of understanding the homotopical behavior of the forgetful functorsfrom AR and CAR to MR now takes the form of understanding the homotopicalbehavior of q-co�brant algebras (retracts of cell algebras) with respect to theseforgetful functors. However, the formal properties of model categories have nothingto say about this homotopical question.In what follows, let R be a �xed q-co�brant commutative R-algebra. Since Ris the initial object of AR and of CAR, it is q-co�brant both as an R-algebraand as a commutative R-algebra. However, it is not q-co�brant as an R-module.Therefore the most that one could hope of the underlyingR-module of a q-co�brantR-algebra is the conclusion of the following result.Theorem 5.3. If A is a q-co�brant R-algebra, then A is a retract of a cell R-module relative to R. That is, the unit R �! A is a q-co�bration of R-modules.



314 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAThe conclusion fails in the deeper commutive case. The essential reason is thatthe free commutative R-algebra generated by an R-module M is the wedge of thesymmetric powers M j=�j , and passage to orbits obscures the homotopy type ofthe underlying R-module. The following technically important result at least givesthe homotopy type of the underlying spectrum.Theorem 5.4. Let R be a q-co�brant commutative S-algebra. If M is a cellR-module, then the projection� : (E�j)+ ^�j M j �!M j=�jis a homotopy equivalence of spectra.The following theorem provides a workable substitute for Theorem 5.3. It showsthat the derived smash product is represented by the point-set level smash producton a large class �ER of R-modules, one that in particular includes the underlyingR-modules of all q-co�brant R-algebras and commutative R-algebras.Theorem 5.5. There is a collection �ER of R-modules of the underlying ho-motopy types of CW spectra that is closed under wedges, pushouts, colimits ofcountable sequences of co�brations, homotopy equivalences, and �nite smash prod-ucts over R and that contains all q-co�brant R-modules and the underlying R-modules of all q-co�brant R-algebras and all q-co�brant commutative R-algebras.Moreover, if M1; � � � ; Mn are R-modules in �ER and i : Ni �! Mi are weakequivalences, where the Ni are cell R-modules, then1 ^R � � � ^R n : N1 ^R � � � ^R Nn �!M1 ^R � � � ^RMnis a weak equivalence. Therefore the cell R-module N1 ^R � � � ^R Nn representsM1 ^R � � � ^RMn in the derived category DR.W. G. Dwyer and J. Spalinski. Homotopy theories and model categories. In \A handbook ofalgebraic topology", edited by I.M. James. North-Holland, 1995, pp 73-126.G. M. Kelly. Basic concepts of enriched category theory. London Math. Soc. Lecture NoteSeries Vol. 64. Cambridge University Press. 1982.D. G. Quillen. Homotopical algebra. Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics Volume 43. 1967.6. Bous�eld localizations of R-modules and algebrasBous�eld localization is a basic tool in the study of classical stable homotopytheory, and the construction generalizes readily to the context of brave new alge-bra. In fact, using our model category structures, this context leads to a smoother



6. BOUSFIELD LOCALIZATIONS OF R-MODULES AND ALGEBRAS 315treatment than can be found in the classical literature. More important, as we shallsketch, any brave new algebraic structure is preserved by Bous�eld localization.Let R be an S-algebra and E be a cell R-module. A map f : M �! N ofR-modules is said to be an E-equivalence ifid^Rf : E ^R M �! E ^R Nis a weak equivalence. An R-module W is said to be E-acyclic if E ^RW ' �, anda map f is an E-equivalence if and only if its co�ber is E-acyclic. We say thatan R-module L is E-local if f� : DR(N;L) �! DR(M;L) is an isomorphism forany E-equivalence f or, equivalently, if DR(W;L) = 0 for any E-acyclic R-moduleW . Since this is a derived category criterion, it su�ces to test it when W is acell R-module. A localization of M at E is a map � : M �! ME such that � isan E-equivalence and ME is E-local. The formal properties of such localizationsdiscussed by Bous�eld carry over verbatim to the present context. There is a modelstructure on MR that implies the existence of E-localizations of R-modules.Theorem 6.1. The categoryMR admits a new structure as a topological modelcategory in which the weak equivalences are the E-equivalences and the co�bra-tions are the q-co�brations in the standard model structure, that is, the retractsof the inclusions of relative cell R-modules.We call the �brations in the new model structure E-�brations. They are deter-mined formally as maps that satisfy the right lifting property with respect to theE-acyclic q-co�brations, namely the q-co�brations that are E-equivalences. (TheRLP is recalled in VIx5.) One can characterize the E-�brations more explicitly,but the following result gives all the relevant information. Say that an R-moduleL is E-�brant if the trivial map L �! � is an E-�bration.Theorem 6.2. An R-module is E-�brant if and only if it is E-local. Any R-module M admits a localization � :M �!ME at E.In fact, one of the standard properties of a model category shows that we canfactor the trivial map M �! � as the composite of an E-acyclic q-co�bration� : M �! ME and an E-�bration ME �! �, so that the �rst statement impliesthe second. The following complement shows that the localization of an R-moduleat a spectrum (not necessarily an R-module) can be constructed as a map ofR-modules.



316 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAProposition 6.3. Let K be a CW-spectrum and let E be the R-module FRK.Regarded as a map of spectra, a localization � :M �!ME of an R-module M atE is a localization of M at K.The result generalizes to show that, for an R-algebra A, the localization of anA-module at an R-module E can be constructed as a map of A-modules.Proposition 6.4. Let A be a q-co�brant R-algebra, let E be a cell R-module,and let F be theA-moduleA^RE. Regarded as a map of R-modules, a localization� :M �!MF of an A-module M at F is a localization of M at E.Restrict R to be a q-co�brant commutative S-algebra in the rest of this section.We then have the following fundamental theorem about localizations of R-algebras.Theorem 6.5. For a cell R-algebra A, the localization � : A �! AE can beconstructed as the inclusion of a subcomplex in a cell R-algebra AE. Moreover, iff : A �! B is a map of R-algebras into an E-local R-algebra B, then f lifts to amap of R-algebras ~f : AE �! B such that ~f �� = f ; if f is an E-equivalence, then~f is a weak equivalence. The same statements hold for commutative R-algebras.The idea is to replace the category MR by either the category AR or the cat-egory CAR in the development just sketched. That is, we attempt to constructnew model category structures on AR and CAR in such a fashion that a factor-ization of the trivial map A �! � as the composite of an E-acyclic q-co�brationand a q-�bration in the appropriate category of R-algebras gives a localization ofthe underlying R-module of A. The argument doesn't quite work to give a modelstructure because the module level argument uses vitally that a pushout of anE-acyclic q-co�bration of R-modules is an E-equivalence. There is no reason tobelieve that this holds for q-co�brations of R-algebras. However, we can use Theo-rems 5.3{5.5 to prove that it does hold for pushouts of inclusions of subcomplexesin cell R-algebras along maps to cell R-algebras. This gives enough informationto prove the theorem.The theorem implies in particular that we can construct the localization of R atE as the unit R �! RE of a q-co�brant commutative R-algebra. This leads to anew perspective on localizations in classical stable homotopy theory. To see this,we compare the derived category DRE to the stable homotopy category DR[E�1]associated to the model structure onMR that is determined by E. Thus DR[E�1]is obtained from DR by inverting the E-equivalences and is equivalent to the full



6. BOUSFIELD LOCALIZATIONS OF R-MODULES AND ALGEBRAS 317subcategory of DR whose objects are the E-local R-modules. Observe that, for acell R-module M , we have the canonical E-equivalence� = � ^ id :M �= R ^RM �! RE ^R M:The following observation is the same as in the classical case.Lemma 6.6. IfM is a �nite cell R-module, then RE ^RM is E-local and there-fore � is the localization of M at E.We say that localization at E is smashing if, for all cell R-modulesM , RE ^RMis E-local and therefore � is the localization of M at E. The following observationis due to Wolbert.Proposition 6.7 (Wolbert). If localization at E is smashing, then the cat-egories DR[E�1] and DRE are equivalent.These categories are closely related even when localization at E is not smash-ing, as the following elaboration of Wolbert's result shows. Remember that R isassumed to be commutative.Theorem 6.8. The following three categories are equivalent.(i) The category DR[E�1] of E-local R-modules.(ii) The full subcategory DRE [E�1] of DRE whose objects are the RE-modulesthat are E-local as R-modules.(iii) The category DRE [F�1] of F -local RE-modules, where F = RE ^R E.This implies that the question of whether or not localization at E is smashingis a question about the category of RE-modules, and it leads to the followingfactorization of the localization functor. In the case R = S, this shows that thecommutative S-algebras SE and their categories of modules are intrinsic to theclassical theory of Bous�eld localization.Theorem 6.9. Let F = RE ^R E. The E-localization functor(�)E : DR �! DR[E�1]is equivalent to the composite of the extension of scalars functorRE ^R (�) : DR �! DREand the F -localization functor(�)F : DRE �! DRE [F�1]:



318 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRACorollary 6.10. Localization at E is smashing if and only if all RE-modulesare E-local as R-modules, so thatDR[E�1] � DRE � DRE [F�1]:We illustrate the constructive power of Theorem 6.5 by showing that the alge-braic localizations of R considered in Section 4 actually take R to commutativeR-algebras on the point set level and not just on the homotopical level (as givenby Proposition 4.9). Thus let Y be a countable multiplicatively closed set of ele-ments of R�. Using Lemma 4.8, we see that localization of R-modules at R[Y �1]is smashing and is given by the canonical maps� = � ^R id :M �= R ^RM �! R[Y �1] ^RM:Theorem 6.11. The localization R �! R[Y �1] can be constructed as the unitof a cell R-algebra.By multiplicative in�nite loop space theory and our model category structure onthe category of S-algebras, the spectra ko and ku that represent real and complexconnective K-theory can be taken to be q-co�brant commutative S-algebras. Thespectra that represent periodic K-theory can be reconstructed up to homotopy byinverting the Bott element �O 2 �8(ko) or �U 2 �2(ku). That is,KO ' ko[��1O ] and KU ' ku[��1U ]:We are entitled to the following result as a special case of the previous one.Theorem 6.12. The spectra KO and KU can be constructed as commutativeko and ku-algebras.In particular, KO and KU are commutative S-algebras, but it seems very hardto prove this directly. Wolbert has studied the algebraic structure of the derivedcategories of modules over the connective and periodic versions of the real andcomplex K-theory S-algebras.Remark 6.13. For �nite groups G, Theorem 6.12 applies with the same proofto construct the periodic spectra KOG and KUG of equivariant K-theory as com-mutative koG and kuG-algebras. As we shall discuss in Chapter XXIV, this leadsto an elegant proof of the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem in equivariant K-cohomology and of its analogue for equivariant K-homology.



7. TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 319A. K. Bous�eld. The localization of spectra with respect to homology. Topology 18(1979),257{281.J. P. May. Multiplicative in�nite loop space theory. J. Pure and Applied Algebra 26(1982), 1-69.J. Wolbert. Toward an algebraic classi�cation of module spectra. Preprint, 1995. University ofChicago. (Part of 1996 PhD thesis in preparation.)7. Topological Hochschild homology and cohomologyAs another application of brave new algebra, we describe the topological Hoch-schild homology of R-algebras with coe�cients in bimodules. We assume familiar-ity with the classical Hochschild homology of algebras (as in Cartan and Eilenberg,for example). The study of this topic and of topological cyclic homology, whichtakes topological Hochschild homology as its starting point and involves equivari-ant considerations, is under active investigation by many people. We shall justgive a brief introduction.We assume given a q-co�brant commutative S-algebra R and a q-co�brant R-algebra A. If A is commutative, we require it to be q-co�brant as a commutativeR-algebra. We de�ne the enveloping R-algebra of A byAe = A ^R Aop;where Aop is de�ned by twisting the product on A, as in algebra. If A is commu-tative, then AE �= A ^R A and the product Ae �! A is a map of R-algebras. Wealso assume given an (A;A)-bimodule M ; it can be viewed as either a left or aright Ae-module.Definition 7.1. Working in derived categories, de�ne topological Hochschildhomology and cohomology with values in DR byTHHR(A;M) =M ^Ae A and THHR(A;M) = FAe(A;M):If A is commutative, then these functors take values in the derived category DAe.On passage to homotopy groups, de�neTHHR� (A;M) = TorAe� (M;A) and THH�R(A;M) = Ext�Ae(A;M):When M = A, we delete it from the notations.Since we are working in derived categories, we are implicitly taking M to bea cell Ae-module in the de�nition of THHR(A;M) and approximating A by aweakly equivalent cell Ae-module in the de�nition of THHR(A;M).Proposition 7.2. If A is a commutativeR-algebra, then THHR(A) is isomor-phic in DAe to a commutative Ae-algebra.



320 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAThe module structures on THHR(A;M) have the following implication.Proposition 7.3. If either R or A is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum of acommutative ring, then THHR(A;M) is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra.We have spectral sequences that relate algebraic and topological Hochschildhomology. For a commutative graded ring R�, a graded R�-algebra A� that is atas an R�-module, and a graded (A�; A�)-bimodule M�, we de�neHHR�p;q (A�;M�) = Tor(A�)ep;q (M�; A�) and HHp;qR� (A�;M�) = Extp;q(A�)e(A�;M�);where p is the homological degree and q is the internal degree. (This algebraicde�nition would not be correct in the absence of the atness hypothesis.) WhenM� = A�, we delete it from the notation. If A� is commutative, then HHR��;� (A�)is a graded A�-algebra. Observe that (Aop)� = (A�)op.In view of Theorem 5.5, the spectral sequence of Theorem 3.2 specializes togive the following spectral sequences relating algebraic and topological Hochschildhomology.Theorem 7.4. There are spectral sequences of the formE2p;q = TorR�p;q(A�; Aop� ) =) (Ae)p+q;E2p;q = Tor(Ae)�p;q (M�; A�) =) THHRp+q(A;M);and Ep;q2 = Extp;q(Ae)�(A�;M�) =) THHp+qR (A;M):If A� is a at R�-module, so that the �rst spectral sequence collapses, then theinitial terms of the second and third spectral sequences are, respectively,HHR��;�(A�;M�) and HH�;�R� (A�;M�):This is of negligible use in the absolute case R = S, where the atness hypoth-esis on A� is unrealistic. However, in the relative case, it implies that algebraicHochschild homology and cohomology are special cases of topological Hochschildhomology and cohomology.Theorem 7.5. Let R be a (discrete, ungraded) commutative ring, let A be anR-at R-algebra, and let M be an (A;A)-bimodule. ThenHHR� (A;M) �= THHHR� (HA;HM)and HH�R(A;M) �= THH�HR(HA;HM):



7. TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 321If A is commutative, then HHR� (A) �= THHHR� (HA) as A-algebras.We concentrate on homology henceforward. In the absolute case R = S, it isnatural to approach THHS� (A;M) by �rst determining the ordinary homology ofTHHS(A;M), using the case E = HFp of the following spectral sequence, andthen using the Adams spectral sequence. A spectral sequence like the followingone was �rst obtained by B�okstedt. Under atness hypotheses, there are variantsin which E need only be a commutative ring spectrum, e.g. Theorem 7.12 below.Theorem 7.6. Let E be a commutativeS-algebra. There are spectral sequenceof di�erential E�(R)-modules of the formsE2p;q = TorE�Rp;q (E�A;E�(Aop)) =) Ep+q(Ae)and E2p;q = TorE�(Ae)p;q (E�(M); E�(A)) =) Ep+q(THHR(A;M)):There is an alternative description of topological Hochschild homology in termsof the brave new algebra version of the standard complex for the computation ofHochshild homology. Write Ap for the p-fold ^R-power of A, and let� : A ^R A �! A and � : R �! Abe the product and unit of A. Let�` : A ^RM �!M and �r :M ^R A �!Mbe the left and right action of A on M . We have cyclic permutation isomorphisms� :M ^R Ap ^R A �! A ^RM ^R Ap:The topological analogue of passage from a simplicial k-module to a chain com-plex of k-modules is passage from a simplicial spectrum E� to its spectrum levelgeometric realization jE�j; this construction is studied in [EKMM].Definition 7.7. De�ne a simplicial R-module thhR(A;M)� as follows. Its R-module of p-simplices is M ^R Ap. Its face and degeneracy operators aredi = 8>><>>:�r ^ (id)p�1 if i = 0id^(id)i�1 ^ � ^ (id)p�i�1 if 1 � i < p(�` ^ (id)p�1) � � if i = pand si = id^(id)i ^ � ^ (id)p�i. De�nethhR(A;M) = jthhR(A;M)�j;



322 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRAWhen M = A, we delete it from the notation, writing thhR(A)� and jthhR(A)�j.Proposition 7.8. Let A be a commutative R-algebra. Then thhR(A) is acommutative A-algebra and thhR(A;M) is a thhR(A)-module.As in algebra, the starting point for a comparison of de�nitions is the relativetwo-sided bar construction BR(M;A;N). It is de�ned for a commutativeS-algebraR, an R-algebra A, and right and left A-modules M and N . Its R-module of p-simplices is M ^R Ap ^N . There is a natural map : BR(A;A;N) �! Nof A-modules that is a homotopy equivalence of R-modules. More generally, thereis a natural map of R-modules : BR(M;A;N) �!M ^A Nthat is a weak equivalence of R-modules whenM is a cellA-module. The relevanceof the bar construction to thh is shown by the following observation, which is thesame as in algebra. We writeBR(A) = BR(A;A;A);BR(A) is an (A;A)-bimodule; on the simplicial level, BR0 (A) = Ae.Proposition 7.9. For (A;A)-bimodulesM , there is a natural isomorphismthhR(A;M) �=M ^Ae BR(A):Therefore, for cell Ae-modules M , the natural mapthhR(A;M) �=M ^Ae BR(A)id^ �!M ^Ae A = THHR(A;M)is a weak equivalences of R-modules, or of Ae-modules if A is commutative.While we assumed that M is a cell Ae-module in our derived category levelde�nition of THH, we are mainly interested in the case M = A of our point-setlevel construction thh, and A is not of the Ae-homotopy type of a cell Ae-moduleexcept in trivial cases. However, Theorem 5.5 leads to the following result.Theorem 7.10. Let  :M �! A be a weak equivalence of Ae-modules, whereM is a cell Ae-module. Then the mapthhR(id; ) : thhR(A;M) �! thhR(A;A) = thhR(A)is a weak equivalence of R-modules, or of Ae-modules if A is commutative. There-fore THHR(A;M) is weakly equivalent to thhR(A).



7. TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 323Corollary 7.11. In the derived category DR, THHR(A) �= thhR(A).Use of the standard simplicial �ltration of the standard complex gives us thepromised variant of the spectral sequence of Theorem 7.6. For simplicity, werestrict attention to the absolute case R = S.Theorem 7.12. Let E be a commutative ring spectrum, A be an S-algebra,and M be a cell Ae-module. If E�(A) is E�-at, there is a spectral sequence of theform E2p;q = HHE�p;q (E�(A);E�(M)) =) Ep+q(thhS(A;M)):If A is commutative and M = A, this is a spectral sequence of di�erential E�(A)-algebras, the product on E2 being the standard product on Hochschild homology.McClure, Schw�anzl, and Vogt observed that, when A is commutative, as weassume in the rest of the section, there is an attractive conceptual reinterpreta-tion of the de�nition of thhR(A). Recall that the category CAR of commutativeR-algebras is tensored over the category of unbased spaces. By writing out thestandard simplicial set S1� whose realization is the circle and comparing faces anddegeneracies, it is easy to check that there is an identi�cation of simplicial com-mutative R-algebras thhR(A)� �= A
 S1� :(7.13)Passing to geometric realization and identifyingS1 with the unit complex numbers,we obtain the following consequence.Theorem 7.14 (McClure, Schw�anzl, Vogt). For commutativeR-algebrasA, there is a natural isomorphism of commutative R-algebrasthhR(A) �= A
 S1:The product of thhR(A) is induced by the codiagonal S1` S1 �! S1. The unit� : A �! thhR(A) is induced by the inclusion f1g ! S1.The adjunction (5.1) that de�nes tensors implies that the functor thhR(A) pre-serves colimits in A, something that is not at all obvious from the original def-inition. The theorem and the adjunction (5.1) imply much further structure onthhR(A).



324 XXII. BRAVE NEW ALGEBRACorollary 7.15. The pinch map S1 �! S1 _ S1 and trivial map S1 �! �induce a (homotopy) coassociative and counital coproduct and counit : thhR(A) �! thhR(A) ^A thhR(A) and " : thhR(A) �! Athat make thhR(A) a homotopical Hopf A-algebra.The product on S1 gives rise to a map� : (A
 S1)
 S1 �= A
 (S1 � S1) �! A
 S1:Corollary 7.16. For an integer r, de�ne �r : S1 �! S1 by �r(e2�it) = e2�irt.The �r induce power operations�r : thhR(A) �! thhR(A):These are maps of R-algebras such that�0 = �"; �1 = id; �r � �s = �rs;and the following diagrams commute:thhR(A)
 S1 //����r
�s thhR(A)�� �r+sthhR(A)
 S1 //� thhR(A):Consider naive S1-spectra and let S1 act trivially on R and A. Via the adjunc-tion (5.1), the map � gives rise to an action of S1 on thhR(A).Corollary 7.17. thhR(A) is a naive commutative S1-R-algebra. If B is anaive commutative S1-R-algebra and f : A �! B is a map of commutative R-algebras, then there is a unique map ~f : thhR(A) �! B of naive commutativeS1-R-algebras such that ~f � � = f .Finally, the description of tensors in Proposition 5.2 leads to the following result.Corollary 7.18. There is a natural S1-equivariant map of R-modules! : A ^ S1+ �! thhR(A)such that if B is a commutative R-algebra and f : A ^ S1+ �! B is a map ofR-modules that is a pointwise map of R-algebras, then f uniquely determines amap of R-algebras ~f : thhR(A) �! B such that f = ~f � !.



7. TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY 325M. B�okstedt. Topological Hochschild homology. Preprint, 1990.M. B�okstedt. The topological Hochschild homology of Zand Z=p. Preprint, 1990.H. Cartan and S. Eilenberg. Homological Algebra. Princeton Univ. Press. 1956.J. E. McClure, R. Schw�anzl, and R. Vogt. THH(R) �= R
 S1 for E1 ring spectra. J. Pure andApplied Algebra. To appear.
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CHAPTER XXIIIBrave new equivariant foundationsby A. D. Elmendorf, L. G. Lewis, Jr., and J. P. May1. Twisted half-smash productsWe here give a quick sketch of the basic constructions behind the work of thelast chapter. Although the basic source, [EKMM], is written nonequivariantly, itapplies verbatim to the equivariant context in which we shall work in this chapter.We shall take the opportunity to describe some unpublished perspectives on therole of equivariance in the new theory.The essential starting point is the twisted half-smash product construction from[LMS]. Although we have come this far without mentioning this construction, it isin fact central to equivariant stable homotopy theory. Before describing it, we shallmotivate it in terms of the main theme of this chapter, which is the construction ofthe category of L-spectra. As we shall see, this is the main step in the constructionof the category of S-modules.Fix a compact Lie group G and a G-universe U and consider the category GS Uof G-spectra indexed on U . Write U j for the direct sum of j copies of U . Recallthat we have an external smash product ^ : GS U � GS U �! GS U2 and aninternal smash product f� � ^ : GS U2 �! GS U for each G-linear isometryf : U2 �! U . The external smash product is suitably associative, commutative,and unital on the point set level, hence we may iterate and form an external smashproduct ^ : (GS U)j �! GS U j for each j � 1, the �rst external smash powerbeing the identity functor. For each G-linear isometry f : U j �! U , we have anassociated internal smash product f� � ^ : GS U j �! GS U . We allow the casej = 0; here GS f0g = GT , the only linear isometry f0g �! U is the inclusion i,and i� is the suspension G-spectrum functor. At least if we restrict attention to327



328 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONStame G-spectra, the functors induced by varying f are all equivalent (see Theorem1.5 below). Thus varying G-linear isometries f : U j �! U parametrize equivalentinternal smash products.There is a language for the discussion of such parametrized products in variousmathematical contexts, namely the language of \operads" that was introducedfor the study of iterated loop space theory in 1972. Let L (j) denote the spaceI (U j ; U) of linear isometries U j �! U . Here we allow all linear isometries, notjust the G-linear ones, and G acts on L (j) by conjugation. Thus the �xed pointspace L (j)G is the space of G-linear isometries U j �! U . The symmetric group�j acts freely from the right on L (j), and the actions of G and �j commute. Theequivariant homotopy type of L (j) depends on U . If U is complete, then, for� � G� �j , L (j)� is empty unless � \ �j = e and contractible otherwise. Thatis, L (j) is a universal (G;�j)-bundle. We have maps :L (k)�L (j1)� � � � �L (jk) �!L (j1 + � � � + jk)de�ned by (g; f1; : : : ; fk) = g � (f1 � � � � � fk):These data are interrelated in a manner codi�ed in the de�nition of an operad,and L is called the \linear isometries G-operad" of the universe U . When U iscomplete, L is an E1 G-operad.There is a \twisted half-smash product"L (j)n (E1 ^ � � � ^ Ej)(1.1)into which we can map each of the j-fold internal smash products f�(E1^� � �^Ej).Moreover, if we restrict attention to tame G-spectra, then each of these maps intothe twisted half-smash product (1.1) is an equivalence. The twisted half-smashproducts L (1)nE and L (2)nE^E 0 are the starting points for the constructionof the category of L-spectra and the de�nition of its smash product. We shallreturn to this point in the next section, after saying a little more about twistedsmash products of G-spectra.Suppose given G-universes U and U 0, and let I (U;U 0) be the G-space of linearisometries U �! U 0, with G acting by conjugation. Let A be an (unbased) G-space together with a given G-map � : A �! I (U;U 0). We then have a twistedhalf-smash product functor� n (�) : GS U �! GS U 0:When A has the homotopy type of a G-CW complex and E 2 GS U is tame,di�erent choices of � give homotopy equivalent G-spectra �nE. For this reason,



1. TWISTED HALF-SMASH PRODUCTS 329and because we often have a canonical choice of � in mind, we usually abusenotation by writing An E instead of �n E. Thus we think of A as a space overI (U;U 0).When A is a point, � is a choice of a G-linear isometry f : U �! U 0. Inthis case, the twisted half-smash functor is just the change of universe functorf� : GS U �! GS U 0 (see XII.3.1{3.2). Intuitively, one may think of � n Eas obtained by suitably topologizing and giving a G-action to the union of thenonequivariant spectra �(a)�(E) as a runs through A. Another intuition is thatthe twisted half-smash product is a generalization to spectra of the \untwisted"functor A+ ^ X on based G-spaces X. This intuition is made precise by thefollowing \untwisting formula" that relates twisted half-smash products and shiftdesuspensions.Proposition 1.2. For a G-space A over I (U;U 0) and an isomorphism V �= V 0of indexing G-spaces, where V � U and V 0 � U 0, there is an isomorphism ofG-spectra An �1V X �= A+ ^ �1V 0Xthat is natural in G-spaces A over I (U;U 0) and based G-spaces X.The twisted-half smash product functor enjoys essentially the same formal prop-erties as the space level functor A+ ^ X. For example, we have the followingproperties, whose space level analogues are trivial to verify.Proposition 1.3. The following statements hold.(i) There is a canonical isomorphism fidUgnE �= E.(ii) Let A ! I (U;U 0) and B ! I (U 0; U 00) be given and give B � A thecomposite structure mapB �A // I (U 0; U 00)�I (U;U 0) //� I (U;U 00):Then there is a canonical isomorphism(B �A)n E �= B n (An E):(iii) Let A ! I (U1; U 01) and B ! I (U2; U 02) be given and give A � B thecomposite structure mapA�B // I (U1; U 01)�I (U2; U 02) //� I (U1 � U2; U 01 � U 02):



330 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSLet E1 and E2 be G-spectra indexed on U1 and U2 respectively. Then thereis a canonical isomorphism(A�B)n (E1 ^ E2) �= (An E1) ^ (B n E2):(iv) For A! I (U;U 0), E 2 GS U , and a based G-space X, there is a canonicalisomorphism An (E ^X) �= (AnE) ^X:The functor An (�) has a right adjoint twisted function spectrum functorF [A; �) : GS U 0 �! GS U;which is the spectrum level analog of the function G-space F (A+;X). ThusGS U 0(AnE;E 0) �= GS U(E;F [A;E 0)):(1.4)The functor A n E is homotopy-preserving in E, and it therefore preserveshomotopy equivalences in the variable E. However, it only preserves homotopiesover I (U;U 0) in A. Nevertheless, it very often preserves homotopy equivalencesin the variable A. The following central technical result is an easy consequenceof Proposition 1.2 and XII.9.2. It explains why all j-fold internal smash productsare equivalent to the twisted half-smash product (1.1).Theorem 1.5. Let E 2 GS U be tame and letA be a G-space overI (U;U 0). If� : A0 �! A is a homotopy equivalence of G-spaces, then �nid : A0nE �! AnEis a homotopy equivalence of G-spectra.Since A n E is a G-CW spectrum if A is a G-CW complex and E is a G-CWspectrum, this has the following consequence.Corollary 1.6. Let E 2 GS U have the homotopy type of a G-CW spectrumand let A be a G-space over I (U;U 0) that has the homotopy type of a G-CWcomplex. Then An E has the homotopy type of a G-CW spectrum.[LMS, Chapter VI]J. P. May. The Geometry of Iterated Loop Spaces. Springer Lecture Notes in MathematicsVolume 271. 1972.



2. THE CATEGORY OF L-SPECTRA 3312. The category of L-spectraReturn to the twisted half-smash product of (1.1). We think of it as a canonicalj-fold internal smash product. However, if we are to take this point of viewseriously, we must take note of the di�erence between E and its \1-fold smashproduct" L (1) n E. The space L (1) is a monoid under composition, and theformal properties of twisted half-smash products imply a natural isomorphismL (1)n (L (1)n E) �= (L (1) �L (1))n E;where, on the right, L (1) � L (1) is regarded as a G-space over L (1) via thecomposition product. This product induces a map� : (L (1) �L (1)) n E �! L (1)n E;and the inclusion f1g �! L (1) induces a map � : E �!L (1)nE. The functorL given by LE = L (1) n E is a monad under the product � and unit �. Wetherefore have the notion of a G-spectrum E with an action � : LE �! E of L;the evident associativity and unit diagrams are required to commute.Definition 2.1. An L-spectrum is a G-spectrumM together with an action ofthe monad L. Let GS [L] denote the category of L-spectra.The formal properties of GS [L] are virtually the same as those of GS ; sinceL (1) is a contractible G-space, so are the homotopical properties. For tame G-spectra E, we have a natural equivalence E = id�E �! LE. For L-spectraM thatare tame as G-spectra, the action � : LM �! M is a weak equivalence. Takingthe LSn as sphere L-modules, we obtain a theory of G-CW L-spectra exactly likethe theory of G-CW spectra. The functor L preserves G-CW spectra. We let�hGS [L] be the category that is obtained from the homotopy category hGS [L]by formally inverting the weak equivalences and �nd that it is equivalent to thehomotopy category of G-CW L-spectra. The functor L : GS �! GS [L] andthe forgetful functor GS [L] �! GS induce an adjoint equivalence between thestable homotopy category �hGS and the category �hGS [L].Via the untwisting isomorphismL (1)n�1X �= L (1)+^�1X and the obviousprojection L (1)+ �! S0, we obtain a natural action of L on suspension spectra.However, even when X is a G-CW complex, �1X is not of the homotopy type ofa G-CW L-spectrum, and it is the functor L ��1 and not the functor �1 that isleft adjoint to the zeroth space functor GS [L] �! T .The reason for introducing the category of L-spectra is that it has a well-behaved\operadic smash product", which we de�ne next. Via instances of the structuralmaps  of the operad L , we have both a left action of the monoid L (1) and a



332 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSright action of the monoid L (1) �L (1) on L (2). These actions commute witheach other. If M and N are L-spectra, then L (1) �L (1) acts from the left onthe external smash product M ^N via the map� : (L (1)�L (1))n (M ^N) �= (L (1)nM) ^ (L (1) nN) //�^� M ^N:To form the twisted half smash product on the left, we think of L (1) �L (1) asmapping toI (U2; U2) via direct sum of linear isometries. The smash product overL of M and N is simply the balanced product of the two L (1) �L (1)-actions.Definition 2.2. Let M and N be L-spectra. De�ne the operadic smash prod-uct M ^L N to be the coequalizer displayed in the diagram(L (2)�L (1) �L (1))n (M ^ N) //nid //idn� L (2) n (M ^N) // M ^L N:Here we have implicitly used the isomorphism(L (2)�L (1)�L (1))n (M ^N) �= L (2)n [(L (1)�L (1))n (M ^ N)]given by Proposition 1.4(ii). The left action of L (1) on L (2) induces a left actionof L (1) on M ^L N that gives it a structure of L-spectrum.We may mimic tensor product notation and writeM ^L N = L (2)nL (1)�L (1) (M ^N):This smash product is commutative, and a special property of the linear isome-tries operad, �rst noticed by Hopkins, implies that it is also associative. Thereis a function L-spectrum functor FL to go with ^L ; it is constructed from theexternal and twisted function spectra functors, and we have the adjunctionGS [L](M ^L M 0;M 00) �= GS [L](M;FL (M;M 0)):(2.3)The smash product ^L is not unital. However, there is a natural map� : S ^L M �!Mof L-spectra that is always a weak equivalence of spectra. It is not usually anisomorphism, but another special property of the linear isometries operad impliesthat it is an isomorphism ifM = S or ifM = S^L N for any L-spectrumN . Thusany L-spectrum is weakly equivalent to one whose unit map is an isomorphism.This makes sense of the following de�nition, in which we understand S to meanthe sphere G-spectrum indexed on our �xed chosen G-universe U .



3. A1 AND E1 RING SPECTRA AND S-ALGEBRAS 333Definition 2.4. An S-module is an L-spectrumM such that � : S ^L M �!M is an isomorphism. The category GMS of S-modules is the full subcategory ofGS [L] whose objects are the S-modules. For S-modules M and M 0, de�neM ^S M 0 =M ^L M 0 and FS(M;M 0) = S ^L FL (M;M 0):Although easy to prove, one surprising formal feature of the theory is that thefunctor S ^L (�) : GS [L] �! GMS is right and not left adjoint to the forgetfulfunctor; it is left adjoint to the functor FL (S; �). This categorical situation dictatesour de�nition of function S-modules. It also dictates that we construct limits ofS-modules by constructing limits of their underlying L-spectra and then applyingthe functor S ^L (�), as indicated in XXIIx1. The free S-module functor FS :GS �! GMS is de�ned by FS(E) = S ^L LE:It is left adjoint to the functor FL (S; �) : GMS �! GS , and this is the functorthat we denoted by US in XXIIx1. From this point, the properties of the categoryof S-modules that we described in XXIIx1 are inherited directly from the goodproperties of the category of L-spectra.3. A1 and E1 ring spectra and S-algebrasWe de�ned S-algebras and their modules in terms of structure maps that makethe evident diagrams commute in the symmetric monoidal category of S-modules.There are older notions of A1 and E1 ring spectra and their modules that May,Quinn, and Ray introduced nonequivariantly in 1972; the equivariant generaliza-tion was given in [LMS].Working equivariantly, anA1 ring spectrum is a spectrumR together with an action by the linear isometries G-operad L . Such an actionis given by G-maps �j :L (j)nRj �! R; j � 0;such that appropriate associativity and unity diagrams commute. If the �j are�j -equivariant, then R is said to be an E1 ring spectrum. Similarly a left moduleM over an A1 ring spectrum R is de�ned in terms of maps�j :L (j)nRj�1 ^M �!M; j � 1;in the E1 case, we require these maps to be �j�1-equivariant. It turns out thatthe higher �j and �j are determined by the �j and �j for j � 2. That is, we havethe following result, which might instead be taken as a de�nition.



334 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSTheorem 3.1. An A1 ring spectrum is an L-spectrum R with a unit map� : S �! R and a product � : R ^L R ! R such that the following diagramscommute: S ^L R //�^id &&� MMMMMMMMMMMM R ^L R�� � R ^L Soo id^�xx ��qqqqqqqqqqqqRand R ^L R ^L R���^id //id^� R ^L R�� �R ^L R //� R;R is an E1 ring spectrum if the following diagram also commutes:R ^L R $$� IIIIIIIII //� R ^L Rzz �uuuuuuuuuR:A module over an A1 or E1 ring spectrum R is an L-spectrum M with a map� : R ^L M !M such that the following diagrams commute:S ^L M //�^id &&� NNNNNNNNNNNN R ^L M�� � and R ^L R ^L M���^id //id^� R ^L M�� �M R ^L M //� M:This leads to the following description of S-algebras.Corollary 3.2. An S-algebra or commutative S-algebra is an A1 or E1 ringspectrum that is also an S-module. A module over an S-algebra or commutativeS-algebra R is a module over the underlying A1 or E1 ring spectrum that is alsoan S-module.In particular, we have a functorial way to replace A1 and E1 ring spectra andtheir modules by weakly equivalent S-algebras and commutative S-algebras andtheir modules.Corollary 3.3. For an A1 ring spectrum R, S ^L R is an S-algebra and� : S ^L R �! R is a weak equivalence of A1 ring spectra, and similarly inthe E1 case. If M is an R-module, then S ^L M is an S ^L R-module and



4. ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON EQUIVARIANCE 335� : S ^L M �! M is a weak equivalence of R-modules and of modules overS ^L R regarded as an A1 ring spectrum.Thus the earlier de�nitions are essentially equivalent to the new ones, and earlierwork gives a plenitude of examples. Thom G-spectra occur in nature as E1 ringG-spectra. For �nite groups G, multiplicative in�nite loop space theory worksas it does nonequivariantly; however, the details have yet to be fully worked outand written up: that is planned for a later work. This theory gives that theEilenberg-MacLane G-spectra of Green functors, the G-spectra of connective realand complex K-theory, and the G-spectra of equivariant algebraic K-theory areE1 ring spectra. As observed in XXII.6.13, it follows that the G-spectra of pe-riodic real and complex K-theory are also E1 ring G-spectra. Nonequivariantly,many more examples are known due to recent work, mostly unpublished, of suchpeople as Hopkins, Miller, and Kriz.J. P. May (with contributions by F. Quinn, N. Ray, and J. Tornehave). E1 ring spaces andE1 ring spectra. Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics Volume 577. 1977.J. P. May. Multiplicative in�nite loop space theory. J. Pure and Applied Algebra, 26(1982),1{69. 4. Alternative perspectives on equivarianceWe have developed the theory of L-spectra and S-modules starting from a �xedgiven G-universe U . However, there are alternative perspectives on the role of theuniverse and of equivariance that shed considerable light on the theory. Much ofthis material does not appear in the literature, and we give proofs in Section 6after explaining the ideas here. Let SU denote the sphere G-spectrum indexed on aG-universe U . The essential point is that while the categories GS U of G-spectraindexed on U vary as U varies, the categories GMSU of SU -modules do not: allsuch categories are actually isomorphic. These isomorphisms preserve homotopiesand thus pass to ordinary homotopy categories. However, they do not preserveweak equivalences and therefore do not pass to derived categories, which do varywith U . This observation �rst appeared in a paper of Elmendorf and May, but weshall begin with a di�erent explanation than the one we gave there.We shall explain matters by describing the categories of G-spectra and of L-G-spectra indexed on varying universes U in terms of algebras over monads de�nedon the ground category S = SR1 of nonequivariant spectra indexed on R1.Abbreviate notation by writing L for the monoid L (1) = I (R1;R1). Any G-universe U is isomorphic to R1 with an action by G through linear isometries. Theaction may be written in the form gx = f(g)(x) for x 2 R1, where f : G �! L is



336 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSa homomorphism of monoids. To �x ideas, we shall write R1f for the G-universedetermined by such a homomorphism f . For a spectrum E, we then de�neG fE = G nE;where the twisted half-smash product is determined by the map f . The multi-plication and unit of G determine maps � : G fG fE �! G fE and � : E �! G fEthat give G f a structure of monad in S . As was observed in [LMS], the categoryGSR1f of G-spectra indexed on R1f is canonically isomorphic to the categoryS [G f ] of algebras over the monad G f . Of course, we also have the monad L in Swith LE = L n E; by de�nition, a nonequivariant L-spectrum is an algebra overthis monad.Proposition 4.1. The following statements about the monads L and G f holdfor any homomorphism of monoids f : G �! L = I (R1;R1).(i) L restricts to a monad in the category S [G f ] of G-spectra indexed on R1f .(ii) G f restricts to a monad in the category S [L] of L-spectra indexed on R1.(iii) The composite monads LG f and G fL in S are isomorphic.Moreover, up to isomorphism, the composite monad LG f is independent of f .Corollary 4.2. The category GSR1f [L] = S [Gf ][L] of L-G-spectra indexedon R1f is isomorphic to the category S [L][G f ] of G-L-spectra indexed on R1f . Upto isomorphism, this category is independent of f .The isomorphisms that we shall obtain preserve spheres and operadic smashproducts and so restrict to give isomorphisms between categories of S-modules.Corollary 4.3. Up to isomorphism, the category GMSU of SU -modules isindependent of the G-universe U .Thus a structure of SR1 -module on a naive G-spectrum is so rich that it en-compasses an SU -action on a G-spectrum indexed on U for any universe U . Thisrichness is possible because the action of G on U can itself be expressed in termsof the monoid L.There is another way to think about these isomorphisms, which is given inElmendorf and May and which we now summarize. It is motivated by the de�nitionof the operadic smash product.



4. ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON EQUIVARIANCE 337Definition 4.4. Fix universes U and U 0, write L and L0 for the respectivemonads in GS U and GS U 0 and write L and L 0 for the respective G-operads.For an L-spectrum M , de�ne an L0-spectrum IU 0U M byIU 0U M = I (U;U 0)nI (U;U)M:That is, IU 0U M is the coequalizer displayed in the diagramI (U;U 0)n (I (U;U)nM) //nid //idn� I (U;U 0)nM // IU 0U M:Here � : I (U;U) nM �! M is the given action of L on M . We regard theproduct I (U;U 0)�I (U;U) as a space over I (U;U 0) via the composition map : I (U;U 0)�I (U;U) �! I (U;U 0);Proposition 1.3(ii) gives a natural isomorphismI (U;U 0)n (I (U;U)nM) �= (I (U;U 0)�I (U;U))nM:This makes sense of the map  n id in the diagram. The required left action ofI (U 0; U 0) on IU 0U M is induced by the composition product : I (U 0; U 0)�I (U;U 0) �! I (U;U 0);which induces a natural map of coequalizer diagrams on passage to twisted half-smash products.Proposition 4.5. Let U , U 0, and U 00 be G-universes. Consider the functorsIU 0U : GS U [L] �! GS U 0[L0] and �1U : GT �! GS U [L]:(i) IU 0U � �1U is naturally isomorphic to �1U 0.(ii) IU 00U 0 � IU 0U is naturally isomorphic to IU 00U .(iii) IUU is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor.Therefore the functor IU 0U is an equivalence of categories with inverse IUU 0. Moreover,the functor IU 0U is continuous and satis�es IU 0U (M ^X) �= (IU 0U M)^X for L-spectraM and based G-spaces X. In particular, it is homotopy preserving, and IU 0U andIUU 0 induce inverse equivalences of homotopy categories.Now suppose that U = R1f and U 0 = R1f 0 . Since the coequalizer de�ningIU 0U is the underlying nonequivariant coequalizer with a suitable action of G, wesee that, with all group actions ignored, the functor IU 0U is naturally isomorphicto the identity functor on S [L]. In this case, the equivalences of categories of



338 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSthe previous result are natural isomorphisms and, tracing through the de�nitions,one can check that they agree with the equivalences given by the last statement ofCorollary 4.2. Therefore the following result, which applies to any pair of universesU and U 0, is an elaboration of Corollary 4.3.Proposition 4.6. The following statements hold.(i) IU 0U SU is canonically isomorphic to SU 0.(ii) For L-spectra M and N , there is a natural isomorphism! : IU 0U (M ^L N) �= (IU 0U M) ^L 0 (IU 0U N):(iii) The following diagram commutes for all L-spectra M :IU 0U (SU ^L M) //!''IU 0U � NNNNNNNNNNN SU 0 ^L 0 (IU 0U M)ww �oooooooooooIU 0U M:(iv) M is an SU -module if and only if IU 0U M is an SU 0-module.Therefore the functors IU 0U and IUU 0 restrict to inverse equivalences of categoriesbetween GMSU and GMSU 0 that induce inverse equivalences of categories betweenhGMSU and hGMSU 0 .This has the following consequence, which shows that, on the point-set level,our brave new equivariant algebraic structures are independent of the universe inwhich they are de�ned.Theorem 4.7. The functor IU 0U : GMSU �! GMSU 0 is monoidal. If R is anSU -algebra and M is an R-module, then IU 0U R is an SU 0-algebra and IU 0U M is anIU 0U R-module.The ideas of this section are illuminated by thinking model theoretically. Wefocus attention on the category GMR1 , where G acts trivially on R1. We canreinterpret our results as saying that the model categories of SU -modules for vary-ing universes U are all isomorphic to the category GMR1, but given a modelstructure that depends on U . Indeed, for any U = R1f , we have the isomorphismof categories IR1U : GMU �! GMR1 , and we can transport the model categorystructure of GMU to a new model category structure on GMR1 , which we callthe U -model structure on GMR1.The essential point is that IR1U does not carry the co�brant sphere SU -modulesSnSU = SU ^L LSn to the corresponding co�brant sphere SR1-modules. The weak



5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF EQUIVARIANT ALGEBRAS AND MODULES 339equivalences in the U -model structure are the maps that induce isomorphisms onhomotopy classes of SR1-module maps out of the \U -spheres" G=H+ ^ IR1U SnSU .We de�ne U -cell and relative U -cell SR1-modules by using these U -spheres as thedomains of their attaching maps. The U -co�brations are the retracts of the relativeU -cell SR1-modules, and the U -�brations are then determined as the maps thatsatisfy the right lifting property with respect to the acyclic U -co�brations.A. D. Elmendorf and J. P. May. Algebras over equivariant sphere spectra. Preprint, 1995.5. The construction of equivariant algebras and modulesThe results of the previous section are not mere esoterica. They lead to homo-topically well-behaved constructions of brave new equivariant algebraic structuresfrom brave new nonequivariant algebraic structures. The essential point is to un-derstand the homotopical behavior of point-set level constructions that have de-sirable formal properties. We shall explain the solutions to two natural problemsin this direction.First, suppose given a nonequivariant S-algebra R and an R-module M ; forde�niteness, we suppose that these spectra are indexed on the �xed point universeUG of a completeG-universe U . Is there an SG-algebra RG and an RG-moduleMGwhose underlying nonequivariant spectra are equivalent to R and M in a way thatpreserves the brave new algebraic structures? In this generality, the only obviouscandidates for RG and MG are i�R and i�M , where i : UG �! U is the inclusion.In any case, we want RG and MG to be equivalent to i�R and i�M . However, thechange of universe functor i� does not preserve brave new algebraic structures.Thus the problem is to �nd a functor that does preserve such structures and yet isequivalent to i�. A very special case of the solution of this problem has been usedby Benson and Greenlees to obtain calculational information about the ordinarycohomology of classifying spaces of compact Lie groups.Second, suppose given an SG-algebra RG with underlying nonequivariant S-algebra R and suppose given an R-module M . Can we construct an RG-moduleMG whose underlying nonequivariant R-module is M? Note in particular thatthe problem presupposes that, up to equivalence, the underlying nonequivariantspectrum of RG is an S-algebra, and similarly for modules. We are thinking ofMUG and MU , and the solution of this problem gives equivariant versions asMUG-modules of all of the spectra, such as the Brown-Peterson and Morava K-theory spectra, that can be constructed from MU by killing some generators andinverting others.The following homotopical result of Elmendorf and May combines with Theo-



340 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSrem 4.7 to solve the �rst problem. In fact, it shows more generally that, up toisomorphism in derived categories, any change of universe functor preserves bravenew algebraic structures. Observe that, for a linear isometry f : U �! U 0 andSU -modules M 2 GMSU , we have a composite natural map� : f�M �! I (U;U 0)nM �! IUU 0Mof G-spectra indexed on U 0, where the �rst arrow is induced by the inclusionffg �! I (U;U 0) and the second is the evident quotient map.Theorem 5.1. Let f : U �! U 0 be a G-linear isometry. Then for su�cientlywell-behaved SU -modulesM 2 GMSU (those in the collection �ESU of XXII.5.5), thenatural map � : f�M �! IU 0U M is a homotopy equivalence of G-spectra indexedon U 0Remember that �ESU includes the q-co�brant objects in all of our categoriesof brave new algebras and modules. We are entitled to conclude that, up toequivalence, the change of universe functor f� preserves brave new algebras andmodules. The most important case is the inclusion i : UG �! U . If we startfrom any nonequivariant q-co�brant brave new algebraic structure, then, up toequivalence, the change of universe functor i� constructs from it a correspondingequivariant brave new algebraic structure.Turning to the second problem that we posed, we give a result (due to May)that interrelates brave new algebraic structures in GMU and MUG. Its startingpoint is the idea of combining the operadic smash product with the functors IUU 0.We think of U as the basic universe of interest in what follows.Definition 5.2. Let U , U 0, and U 00 be G-universes. For an L0-spectrumM andan L00-spectrum N , de�ne an L-spectrum M ^L N byM ^L N = IUU 0M ^L IUU 00N:The formal properties of this product can be deduced from those of the functorsIUU 0 together with those of the operadic smash product for the �xed universe U . Inparticular, since the functor IUU 0 takes SU 0-modules to SU -modules and the smashproduct over SU is the restriction to SU -modules of the smash product over L ,we have the following observation.Lemma 5.3. The functor ^L : GS U 0[L0] � GS U 00[L00] �! GS U [L] restrictsto a functor ^SU : GMSU 0 �GMSU 00 �! GMSU :



5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF EQUIVARIANT ALGEBRAS AND MODULES 341This allows us to de�ne modules indexed on one universe over algebras indexedon another.Definition 5.4. Let R 2 GMSU 00 be an SU 00-algebra and let M 2 GMSU 0 . Saythat M is a right R-module if it is a right IU 0U 00R-module, and similarly for leftmodules.To de�ne smash products over R in this context, we use the functors IUU 0 toindex everything on our preferred universe U and then take smash products there.Definition 5.5. Let R 2 GMSU 00 be an SU 00 -algebra, let M 2 GMSU 0 be aright R-module and let N 2 GMU 000 be a left R-module. De�neM ^R N = IUU 0M ^IUU 00R IUU 000N:These smash products inherit good formal properties from those of the smashproducts of R-modules, and their homotopical properties can be deduced from thehomotopical properties of the smash product of R-modules and the homotopicalproperties of the functors IUU 0, as given by Theorem 5.1.Now specialize to consideration of UG � U . Write SG for the sphere G-spectrumindexed on U and S for the nonequivariant sphere spectrum indexed on UG. Wetake SG-modules to be in GMU and S-modules to be inMUG in what follows.Theorem 5.6. Let RG be a commutative SG-algebra and assume that RG issplit as an algebra with underlying nonequivariant S-algebra R . Then there isa monoidal functor RG ^R (�) : MR �! GMRG. If M is a cell R-module, thenRG ^RM is split as a module with underlying nonequivariant R-module M . Thefunctor RG^R (�) induces a derived monoidal functor DR �! GDRG. Therefore, ifM is an R-ring spectrum (in the homotopical sense), then RG ^RM is an RG-ringG-spectrum.The terms \split as an algebra" and \split as a module" are a bit technical,and we will explain them in a moment. However, we have the following importantexample; see XVx2 for the de�nition of MUG.Proposition 5.7. TheG-spectrumMUG that represents stable complex cobor-dism is a commutative SG-algebra, and it is split as an algebra with underlyingnonequivariant S-algebra MU .We shall return to this point and say something about the proof of the propo-sition in XXVx7. We conclude that, for any compact Lie group G and any MU -moduleM , we have a corresponding splitMUG-moduleMG �MUG^MUM . This



342 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSallows us to transport the nonequivariant constructions of XXIIx4 into the equiv-ariant world. For example, taking M = BP or M = K(n), we obtain equivariantBrown-Peterson and MoravaK-theoryMUG-modules BPG and K(n)G. Moreover,if M is an MU -ring spectrum, then MG is an MUG-ring G-spectrum, and MG isassociative or commutative if M is so.We must still explain our terms and sketch the proof of Theorem 5.6. The notionof a split G-spectrum was a homotopical one involving the change of universefunctor i�, and neither that functor nor its right adjoint i� preserves brave newalgebraic structures. We are led to the following de�nitions.Definition 5.8. A commutative SG-algebra RG is split as an algebra if there isa commutativeS-algebra R and a map � : IUUGR �! RG of SG-algebras such that �is a (nonequivariant) equivalence of spectra and the natural map � : i�R �! IUUGRis an (equivariant) equivalence of G-spectra. We call R the (or, more accurately,an) underlying nonequivariant S-algebra of RG.Since the composite � � � is a nonequivariant equivalence and the natural mapR �! i�i�R is a weak equivalence (provided that R is tame), R is weakly equiva-lent to i�RG with G-action ignored. Thus R is a highly structured version of theunderlying nonequivariant spectrum of RG. Clearly RG is split as a G-spectrumwith splitting map � � �.We have a parallel de�nition for modules.Definition 5.9. LetRG be a commutativeSG-algebra that is split as an algebrawith underlying S-algebra R and let MG be an RG-module. Regard MG as anIUUGR-module by pullback along �. Then MG is split as a module if there is anR-module M and a map � : IUUGM �! MG of IUUGR-modules such that � is a(nonequivariant) equivalence of spectra and the natural map � : i�M �! IUUGMis an (equivariant) equivalence of G-spectra. We call M the (or, more accurately,an) underlying nonequivariant R-module of MG.Again, M is a highly structured version of the underlying nonequivariant spec-trum of MG, and MG is split as a G-spectrum with splitting map � � �. Theambiguity that we allow in the notion of an underlying object is quite useful: itallows us to use Theorem 5.1 and q-co�brant approximation (of S-algebras and ofR-modules) to arrange the condition on � in the de�nitions if we have succeededin arranging the other conditions.For the proof of Theorem 5.6, De�nition 5.5 specializes to give the requiredfunctor RG ^R (�), and it is clearly monoidal. We may as well assume that ourgiven underlying nonequivariant S-algebra R is q-co�brant as an S-algebra. Let



6. COMPARISONS OF CATEGORIES OF L-G-SPECTRA 343M be a cell R-module. By Theorem 5.1, the condition on � in the de�nition of anunderlying R-module is satis�ed. De�ne� = � ^ id : IUUGM �= IUUGR ^IUUGR IUUGM �! RG ^IUUGR IUUGM =MG:Clearly � is a map of IUUGR-modules, and it is not hard to prove that it is an equiv-alence of spectra. Thus MG is split as a module with underlying nonequivariantR-module M . That is the main point, and the rest follows without di�culty.D. J. Benson and J. P. C. Greenlees. Commutative algebra for cohomology rings of classifyingspaces of compact Lie groups. Preprint. 1995.A. D. Elmendorf and J. P. May. Algebras over equivariant sphere spectra. Preprint, 1995.J. P. May. Equivariant and nonequivariant module spectra. Preprint, 1995.6. Comparisons of categories of L-G-spectraWe prove Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 here. The proof of Proposition 4.1is based on the comparison of certain monoids constructed from the monoids Gand L and the homomorphism f : G �! L. Thus let G nf L and L of G be theleft and right semidirect products of G and L determined by f . As spaces,Gnf L = G � L and Lof G = L �G;and their multiplications are speci�ed by(g;m)(g0;m0) = (gg0; f(g0�1)mf(g0)m0)and (m; g)(m0; g0) = (mf(g)m0f(g�1); gg0):There is an isomorphism of monoids� : Gnf L �! Lof Gspeci�ed by � (g;m) = (f(g)mf(g�1); g);there is also an isomorphism of monoids� : G nf L �! G � Lspeci�ed by �(g;m) = (g; f(g)m);its inverse takes (g;m) to (g; f(g�1)m). Let� : G� L �! L



344 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONSbe the projection. We regard G � L as a monoid over L via � and we regardG nf L and L �f G as monoids over L via the composites � � � and � � � � ��1,so that � and � are isomorphisms over L. Using Proposition 1.3, we see that, forspectra E 2 S , the map � induces a natural isomorphism� : G fLE �= (Gnf L)n E �! (Lof G)n E �= LG fE(6.1)and the map � induces a natural isomorphism� : G fLE �= (Gnf L)n E �! (G� L)n E �= G+ ^ LE:(6.2)In the domains and targets here, the units and products of the given monoidsdetermine natural transformations � and � that give the speci�ed composite monadstructures to the displayed functors S �! S . Elementary diagram chases on thelevel of monoids imply that the displayed natural transformations are well-de�nedisomorphisms of monads. If f is the trivial homomorphism that sends all of G to1 2 L, then G nf L = G � L. Thus in (6.2) we are comparing the monad for theG-universe R1f to the monad determined by R1 regarded as a trivial G-universe.The conclusions of Proposition 4.1 follow, and Corollary 4.2 follows as a matter ofcategory theory.The following two lemmas in category theory may or may not illuminate what isgoing on. The �rst is proven in [EKMM] and shows why Corollary 4.2 follows fromProposition 4.1. The second dictates exactly what \elementary diagram chases"are needed to complete the proof of Proposition 4.1.Lemma 6.3. Let Sbe a monad in a category C and let T be a monad in thecategory C [S] of S-algebras. Then the category C [S][T] of T-algebras in C [S] isisomorphic to the category C [TS] of algebras over the composite monad TSin C .Here the unit of TS is the composite id �! S�! TSgiven by the units of Sand T and the product on TSis the composite TSTS�! TTS�! TS, where thesecond map is given by the product of T and the �rst is obtained by applying Tto the action STS�! TSgiven by the fact that T is a monad in C [S]. In ourapplications, we are taking T to be the restriction to C [S] of a monad in C . Thisrequires us to start with monads Sand T that commute with one another.Lemma 6.4. Let Sand T be monads in C . Suppose there is a natural isomor-



6. COMPARISONS OF CATEGORIES OF L-G-SPECTRA 345phism � : ST�! TSsuch that the following diagrams commute:SST //���S� ST�� � and T~~ �}}}}}}}} ! !T�BBBBBBBBSTS //� TSS //T� TS ST //� TS:Then Trestricts to a monad in C [S] to which the previous lemma applies. Supposefurther that these diagrams with the roles of Sand T reversed also commute, asdo the following diagrams:STST����ST� //S��1 SSTT //SS� SST //� ST�� � and id //� T //� ST�� �TSTS //T� TTSS //TT� TTS //� TS id //� S //� TS:Then � : ST �! TS is an isomorphism of monads. Therefore the categoriesC [S][T] and C [T][S] are both isomorphic to the category C [ST] �= C [TS]:Here, for the �rst statement, ifX is anS-algebra with action �, then the requiredaction of Son TX is the composite STX ��!TSX T��!TX:



346 XXIII. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT FOUNDATIONS



CHAPTER XXIVBrave New Equivariant Algebraby J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May1. IntroductionWe shall explain how useful it is to be able to mimic commutative algebrain equivariant topology. Actually, the nonequivariant specializations of the con-structions that we shall describe are also of considerable interest, especially inconnection with the chromatic �ltration of stable homotopy theory. We have dis-cussed this in an expository paper [GM1], and that paper also says more about therelevant algebraic constructions than we shall say here. We shall give a connectedsequence of examples of brave new analogues of constructions in commutative al-gebra. The general pattern of how the theory works is this. We �rst give analgebraic de�nition. We next give its brave new analogue. The homotopy groupsof the brave new analogue will be computable in terms of a spectral sequence thatstarts with the relevant algebraic construction computed on coe�cient rings andmodules. The usefulness of the constructions is that they are often related by anatural map to or from an analogous geometric construction that one wishes tocompute. Localization and completion theorems say when such maps are equiva-lences.The Atiyah-Segal completion theorem and the Segal conjecture are examples ofthis paradigm that we have already discussed. However, very special features ofthose cases allowed them to be handled without explicit use of brave new alge-bra: the force of Bott periodicity in the case of K-theory and the fact that thesphere G-spectrum acts naturally on the stable homotopy category in the case ofcohomotopy. We shall explain how brave new algebra gives a coherent general347



348 XXIV. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT ALGEBRAframework for the study of such completion phenomena in cohomology and anal-ogous localization phenomena in homology. We have given another exposition ofthese matters in [GM2], which says more about the basic philosophy. We shalldescribe the results in a little greater generality here and so clarify the applicationto K-theory. We shall also explain the relationship between localization theoremsand Tate theory, which we �nd quite illuminating.[GM1] J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Completions in algebra and topology. In \Handbookof Algebraic Topology", edited by I.M. James. North Holland, 1995, pp 255-276.[GM2] J. P. C. Greenlees and J. P. May. Equivariant stable homotopy theory. In \Handbook ofAlgebraic Topology", edited by I.M. James. North Holland, 1995, pp 277-324.2. Local and �Cech cohomology in algebraSuppose given a ring R, which may be graded and which need not be Noetherian,and suppose given a �nitely generated ideal I = (�1; �2; : : : ; �n). If R is gradedthe �i are required to be homogeneous.For any element �, we may consider the stable Koszul cochain complexK�(�) = �R! R[��1]�concentrated in codegrees 0 and 1. Notice that we have a �ber sequenceK�(�)�!R �! R[��1]of cochain complexes.We may now form the tensor productK�(�1; : : : ; �n) = K�(�1)
 : : :
K�(�n):It is clear that this complex is unchanged if we replace some �i by a power, andit is not hard to check the following result.Lemma 2.1. If � 2 I, then K�(�1; : : : ; �n)[��1] is exact. Up to quasi-isomor-phism, the complex K�(�1; : : : ; �n) depends only on the ideal I.Therefore, up to quasi-isomorphism,K�(�1; : : : ; �n) depends only on the radicalof the ideal I, and we henceforth write K�(I) for it.Following Grothendieck, we de�ne the local cohomology groups of an R-moduleM by H�I (R;M) = H�(K�(I)
M):(2.2)



3. BRAVE NEW VERSIONS OF LOCAL AND �CECH COHOMOLOGY 349It is easy to see that H0I (R;M) is the submodule�I (M) = fm 2M jIkm = 0 for some positive integer kgof I-power torsion elements of M . If R is Noetherian it is not hard to provethat H�I (R; �) is e�aceable and hence that local cohomology calculates the rightderived functors of �I(�). It is clear that the local cohomology groups vanish abovecodegree n; in the Noetherian case Grothendieck's vanishing theorem shows thatthey are actually zero above the Krull dimension of R. Observe that if � 2 I thenH�I (R;M)[��1] = 0; this is a restatement of the exactness of K�(I)[��1].The Koszul complex K�(�) comes with a natural map " : K�(�) �! R; thetensor product of such maps gives an augmentation " : K�(I) �! R. De�nethe �Cech complex �C�(I) to be �(Ker "). (The name is justi�ed in [GM1].) Byinspection, or as an alternative de�nition, we then have the �ber sequence ofcochain complexes K�(I) �! R �! �C�(I):(2.3)We de�ne the �Cech cohomology groups of an R-module M by�CH�I (R;M) = H�( �C�(I)
M):(2.4)We often delete R from the notation for these functors. The �ber sequence (2.3)gives rise to long exact sequences relating local and �Cech cohomology, and thesereduce to exact sequences0 �! H0I (M) �!M �! �CH0I (M) �! H1I (M) �! 0together with isomorphisms H iI(M) �= �CH i�1I (M):A. Grothendieck (notes by R.Hartshorne). Local cohomology. Springer Lecture notes in mathe-matics, Vol. 42. 1967.3. Brave new versions of local and �Cech cohomologyTurning to topology, we �x a compact Lie group G and consider G-spectraindexed on a complete G-universe U . We let SG be the sphere G-spectrum, andwe work in the category of SG-modules. Fix a commutative SG-algebra R andconsider R-modules M . We writeMGn = �Gn (M) =M�nG :



350 XXIV. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT ALGEBRAThus RG� is a ring and MG� is an RG� -module.Mimicking the algebra, for � 2 RG� we de�ne the Koszul spectrum K(�) by the�ber sequence K(�) �! R �! R[��1]:Here, suppressing notation for suspensions, R[��1] = hocolim(R ��! R ��! : : : );it is an R-module and the inclusion of R is a module map; therefore K(�) is anR-module. Analogous to the �ltration at the chain level, we obtain a �ltration ofK(�) by viewing it as ��1(R[1=�] [ CR).Next we de�ne the Koszul spectrum of a sequence �1; : : : ; �n byK(�1; : : : ; �n) = K(�1) ^R : : : ^R K(�n):Using the same proof as in the algebraic case we conclude that, up to equivalence,K(�1; : : : ; �n) depends only on the radical of I = (�1; : : : ; �n); we therefore denoteit K(I). We then de�ne the homotopy I-power torsion (or local cohomology)module of an R-module M by�I(M) = K(I) ^RM:(3.1)In particular, �I(R) = K(I).To calculate the homotopy groups of �I (M) we use the product of the �ltrationsof the K(�i) given above. Since the �ltration models the algebra precisely, thereresults a spectral sequence of the formE2s;t = H�sI (RG� ;MG� )t ) �Gs+t(�I(M))(3.2)with di�erentials dr : Ers;t �! Ers�r;t+r�1:Remark 3.3. In practice it is often useful to use the fact that the algebraic localcohomologyH�I (R;M) is essentially independent of R. Indeed if the generators of Icome from a ring R0 (in which they generate an ideal I0) via a ring homomorphism� : R0 ! R, then H�I0(R0;M) = H�I (R;M). In practice we often use this if theideal I of RG� may be radically generated by elements of degree 0. This holds forany ideal of SG� since the elements of positive degree in SG� are nilpotent.Similarly, we de�ne the �Cech spectrum of I by the co�ber sequence of R-modulesK(I) �! R �! �C(I):(3.4)



4. LOCALIZATION THEOREMS IN EQUIVARIANT HOMOLOGY 351We think of �C(I) as analogous to ~EG. We then de�ne the homotopical localization(or �Cech cohomology) module associated to an R-module M byM [I�1] = �C(I) ^RM:(3.5)In particular, R[I�1] = �C(I). Again, we have a spectral sequence of the formE2s;t = �CH�sI (RG� ;MG� )t) �Gs+t(M [I�1])(3.6)with di�erentials dr : Ers;t �! Ers�r;t+r�1:The \localization" M [I�1] is generally not a localization of M at a multiplica-tively closed subset of R�. However, the term is justi�ed by the following theoremfrom [GM1, x5]. Recall the discussion of Bous�eld localization from XXIIx6.Theorem 3.7. For any �nitely generated ideal I = (�1; : : : ; �n) of RG� , themap M �!M [I�1] is Bous�eld localization with respect to the R-module R[I�1]or, equivalently, with respect to the wedge of the R-modules R[��1i ].Observe that we have a natural co�ber sequence�I (M) �!M �!M [I�1](3.8)relating our I-power torsion and localization functors.4. Localization theorems in equivariant homologyFor an R-module M , we have the fundamental co�ber sequence of R-modulesEG+ ^M �!M �! ~EG ^M:(4.1)Such sequences played a central role in our study of the Segal conjecture andTate cohomology, for example, and we would like to understand their homotopicalbehavior. In favorable cases, the co�ber sequence (3.8) models this sequence andso allows computations via the spectral sequences of the previous section. Therelevant ideal is the augmentation idealI = Ker(resG1 : RG� ! R�):In order to apply the constructions of the previous section, we need an assumption.It will be satis�ed automatically when RG� is Noetherian.Assumption 4.2. Up to taking radicals, the ideal I is �nitely generated. Thatis, there are elements �1; : : : ; �n 2 I such thatq(�1; : : : ; �n) = pI:



352 XXIV. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT ALGEBRAUnder Assumption (4.2), it is reasonable to letK(I) denoteK(�1; : : : ; �n). Thecanonical map " : K(I) �! R is then a nonequivariant equivalence. Indeed, this isa special case of the following observation, which is evident from our constructions.Lemma 4.3. Let H � G, let �i 2 RG� , and let i = resGH(�i) 2 RH� . Then,regarded as a module over the SH-algebra RjH ,K(�1; � � � ; �n)jH = K(1; � � � ; n):Therefore, if �i 2 Ker resGH , then the natural map K(�1; � � � ; �n) �! R is anH-equivalence.Here the last statement holds since K(0) = R. If we take the smash productof " with the identity map of EG+, we obtain a G-equivalence of R-modulesEG+ ^K(I) �! EG+ ^R. Working in the derived category GDR, we may invertthis map and compose with the mapEG+ ^K(I) �! S0 ^K(I) = K(I)induced by the projection EG+ �! S0 to obtain a map of R-modules over R� : EG+ ^R �! K(I):(4.4)Passing to co�bers we obtain a compatible map~� : ~EG ^ R �! �C(I):(4.5)Finally, taking the smash product over R with an R-module M , there results anatural map of co�ber sequencesEG+ ^M //��� M // ~EG ^M�� ~��I (M) // M // M [I�1]:(4.6)Clearly � is an equivalence if and only if ~� is an equivalence. When the latterholds, it should be interpreted as stating that the `topological' localization of Maway from its free part is equivalent to the `algebraic' localization of M awayfrom I. We adopt this idea in a de�nition. Recall the homotopical notions ofan R-ring spectrum A and of an A-module spectrum from XXII.4.1; we tacitlyassume throughout the chapter that all given R-ring spectra are associative andcommutative.



4. LOCALIZATION THEOREMS IN EQUIVARIANT HOMOLOGY 353Definition 4.7. The `localization theorem' holds for an R-ring spectrum A if~�A = ~� ^ id : ~EG ^A = ~EG ^R ^R A �! �C(I) ^R Ais a weak equivalence of R-modules, that is, if it is an isomorphism in GDR. It isequivalent that�A = � ^ id : EG+ ^A = EG+ ^R ^R A �! K(I) ^R Abe an isomorphism in GDR.In our equivariant context, we de�ne the A-homology of an R-module M byAG;Rn (M) = �Gn (M ^R A);(4.8)compare XXII.3.1. This must not be confused with AGn (X) = �Gn (X ^ A), whichis de�ned on all G-spectra X. When A = R, AG;R� is the restriction of AG� toR-modules. When R = SG, AG;SG� is AG� thought of as a theory de�ned on SG-modules. In general, for G-spectra X, we have the relationAG� (X) �= AG;R� (FRX);(4.9)where the free R-module FRX is weakly equivalent to the spectrum X ^ R. Thelocalization theorem asserts that � is an AH;R� -isomorphism for all subgroups Hof G and thus that the co�ber C� is AH;R� -acyclic for all H. Observe that thede�nition of � implies that C� is equivalent to ~EG^K(I). We are mainly interestedin the caseA = R, but we shall see in the next section that the localization theoremholds for KG regarded as an SG-ring spectrum, although it fails for SG itself. Theconclusion of the localization theorem is inherited by arbitrary A-modules.Lemma 4.10. If the localization theorem holds for the R-ring spectrum A, thenthe maps EG+ ^M �! �I(M) and ~EG ^M �!M [I�1]of (4.6) are isomorphisms in GDR for all A-modules M .Proof. C� ^RM is trivial since it is a retract in GDR of C� ^R A ^RM .When this holds, we obtain the isomorphismMG� (EG+) = �G� (EG+ ^M) �= �G� (�I (M))on passage to homotopy groups. Here, in favorable cases, the homotopy groups onthe right can be calculated by the spectral sequence (3.2). When M is split andG is �nite, the homology groups on the left are the (reduced) homology groups



354 XXIV. BRAVE NEW EQUIVARIANT ALGEBRAM�(BG+) de�ned with respect to the underlying nonequivariant spectrum of M ;see XVIx2. We also obtain the isomorphismMG� ( ~EG) = �G� ( ~EG ^M) �= �G� (M [I�1]);the homotopy groups on the right can be calculated by the spectral sequence (3.5).More generally, it is valuable to obtain a localization theorem about EG+ ^GXfor a general based G-space X, obtaining the result about BG+ by taking X tobe S0. To obtain this, we simply replace M by M ^X in the �rst equivalence ofthe previous lemma. If M is split, we conclude from XVIx2 that�G� (��Ad(G)(EG+ ^X ^M)) �=M�(EG+ ^G X);where Ad(G) is the adjoint representation of G. Thus we have the followingimplication.Corollary 4.11. If the localization theorem holds for A andM is an A-modulespectrum that is split as a G-spectrum, then�I(��Ad(G)M ^X)G� �=M�(EG+ ^G X)for any based G-space X. Therefore there is a spectral sequence of the formE2s;t = H�sI (RG� ;MG� (��Ad(G)�1X))t )Ms+t(EG+ ^G X):5. Completions, completion theorems, and local homologyThe localization theorem also implies a completion theorem. In fact, applyingthe functor FR(�;M) to the map �, we obtain a cohomological analogue of Lemma4.10. To give the appropriate context, we de�ne the completion of an R-moduleM at a �nitely generated ideal I byMÎ = FR(K(I);M):(5.1)We shall shortly return to algebra and de�ne certain \local homology groups"H�I (R;M) that are closely related to the I-adic completion functor. In the topo-logical context, it will follow from the de�nitions that the �ltration of K(I) givesrise to a spectral sequence of the formEs;t2 = HI�s(R�G;M�G)t) �G�s�t(MÎ )(5.2)with di�erentials dr : Es;tr ! Es+r;t�r+1r . Here, if R�G is Noetherian and M�G is�nitely generated, then �G��(MÎ ) = (M�G)Î :



5. COMPLETIONS, COMPLETION THEOREMS, AND LOCAL HOMOLOGY 355Again, a theorem from [GM1, x5] gives an interpretation of the completionfunctor as a Bous�eld localization.Theorem 5.3. For any �nitely generated ideal I = (�1; : : : ; �n) of RG� , the mapM �!MÎ is Bous�eld localization in the category of R-modules with respect tothe R-module K(I) or, equivalently, with respect to the smash product of theR-modules R=�i.Returning to the augmentation ideal I, we have the promised cohomologicalimplication of the localization theorem; the case M = A is called the `completiontheorem' for A.Lemma 5.4. If the localization theorem holds for the R-ring spectrum A, thenthe map MÎ = FR(K(I);M) �! FR(EG+ ^R;M) �= F (EG+;M)is an isomorphism in GDR for all A-module spectra M .Proof. FR(C�;M) is trivial since any map C� �!M factors as a compositeC� �! C� ^R A �!M ^R A �!M;and similarly for suspensions of C�.When this holds, we obtain the isomorphism�G��(MÎ ) �=M�G(EG+)on passage to homotopy groups. If M is split, the cohomology groups on theright are the (reduced) cohomology groups M�(BG+) de�ned with respect to theunderlying nonequivariant spectrum of M ; see XVIx2.To obtain a completion theorem about EG+ ^G X for a based G-space X, wereplace M by F (X;M) in the previous lemma. If M is split, then�G� (F (EG+ ^X;M)) �=M�(EG+ ^G X):Corollary 5.5. If the localization theorem holds for A andM is an A-modulespectrum that is split as a G-spectrum, then(F (X;M)Î )�G �=M�(EG+ ^G X)for any based G-space X. Therefore there is a spectral sequence of the formEs;t2 = HI�s(R�G;M�G(X))t )M s+t(EG+ ^G X):


